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ILLINOI8 DEFEATS 8YRACUSE
CARLISLE INDIANS LOSE TO

Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 20. Before
St. Paul, Minn., Nov: 20. The gov
crowa numbering
a
ernment has won its suit against
of
forty thousand people,
the Standard Oil company. The Unit- upwards
ed States circuit court here today Yale this afternoon successfully de
ordered this corporation to dissolve fended its title as football champion
as it was illegal. The case was heard of the east by defeating Harvard by
at St. Louis in April by Circuit Judges a score of 8 to 0. It was Captain Coy'a
Sanborn, Vandeventer, Hook and Ad
won the' game
ams. Judge Sanborn, the presiding good right foot that
a
was
for
Blue.
the
It
kicking game
judge, wrote the opinion, in which
all the judges concur.
throughout Coy dropped two goals
The case was brought to enjoin from the thirty-fiv- e
yard line and
John D. Rockefeller, William Rocke- Harvard on a blocked kick was forced
feller, Henry M. Flagler, Henry H. to make a safety behind its own goal
Rogers, John D. Archbold, Oliver H. line.
Payne, Charles M. Pratt the StandThe big coliseum, which seats 37,- ard OH company of New Jersey and
000
people was packed to overflowabout' seventy .. other corporations
long before the game started.
from maintaining a combination a;l ing
' onoanrla ximic
nt- tn vr or o
conspiracy in restrajnt of trad'.- . crs,,. The few tickets in the hands'
decree jusC rendered,- ,
Junction sought by the government of scalpers, to be had this morn- This case was one of the most no ing, sold at enormous prices, J50 be- table In the history of. the federal ing the common demand for a ticket.
Yale ruled- - a slight, favorite, as It
government on account, of the im
had
not been scored on this season,
industrial
and
portant
legal questions
and vast financial interests it in- and was generally considered one of
volves. The decision upholds the pow- the strongest elevens that ever wore
er of congress to regulate illegal com the blue. But. Harvard men, gathered
binations. The decision also says that from every part of the country, cov- if the test of the legality of a com ered all Yale money in sight
The biggest game in the middle
bination shows that its effect upon
was the Minnesota-Michiga- n
competition is to foster trade and in' west,
crease business, it does not violate game at Minneapolis, marking the
the law, but if it stifles or substan first clash between the two elevens
of these
universities since 1903,
tially restricts free competition, it is when the big
memorable tis game of 6 to
illegal.
6 was played, and which resulted in
The decision goes into the life his
the
severing of athletic relations be-tory of the Standard Oil company and tween
two schools. Michigan was
shows it has had a threatening effect filled the
with
confidence due to its deon trade end waa therefore Hlega'J
feat of Pennsylvania last Saturday,
The decree enjoins the seven individ but
Minnesota, because of its all vie- ual defendants, the Standard Oil com torious
record for ihe season, ruled a
pany and its subsidiary corporations favorite in the
betting.
from continuing' or carrying into efOther big games today included
fect the illegal combination which those between
Wisconsin and Chithey have formed and from entering cago; Carlisle and Brown; Illinois and
in
into any like combination again
Syracuse; Kansas and Iowa, and Den- -'
the future.
ver and Nebraska. The latter game.
played at Denver, was regarded as ' '
Case Will Be Appealed.
the most important football contests
New York, Nov. 20. Standard Oil played in Colorado this year and was
officials announced today that the de- expected to give a good Tme on tne
cision of the United States circuit comparative merjts of the playing
court of appeals which was filed to strength of the western elevens. Nebraska had the heaviest line, which
day at St Paul and St Louis, w?-lbe appealed. The news of the decislo was offset by Denver's heavy backs.
The final scores follow:.,' - , :.
caused a sharp break In the prices
Yale ,8, Harvard' 0. .
on Wall street
,
Michigan 15, Minnesota 6.- Chicago 6, Wisconsin 6.
GOMPERS
- Illinois 17.
Syracuse 8.
2r
BY UNANIMOUS VOTE
Carlisle 8, Brown 21, v
recora-hreaKin-

COL. SECUNDINO 'ROMERO.
of the Fourth Judicial District, Who Has Formally Entered

the

Race

g

district, has form Lee, the Dawson Chinaman charged
for Important Federal Job.
ally announced his candidacy for with attempting to bribe Frank Stanfor
the ley, a U. S. immigration inspector,
United States marshal
to
succeed
the
pres' in connection with the two recent
territory,
ent in6cumbent, U. S. Marshal Chinese smuggling cases unearthed
Crelghton M. Foraker, of Albuquer at this coal camp, returned a ver
que.. Mr. Romero, who' never does dict at 5:30 o'clock last evening in
anything by halves,' has entered the the federal district "court, finding the
contest for the marshalship in earnest Chinaman guilty as charged in the
'and present indications are especial' indictment. Following the announcely favorable to the success of his ment of the verdict, Attorney W. B.
candidacy for this important federal Bunker, counsel for the defendant,
filed a motion for a new trial. Argu
position.
v;,;i
tear "tbe'ftepubJican party ments on this motion will be beard
If
X- Jn 'New Mexico counts for anything, on December 28tb. In the" meantime,
fit- - ts-- H
Mr. Romero should win in a walk. Horn Kin may,, enjoy his liberty, pro
But for the fight he' made at the viding he furnishes a bond of 91,000,
election in November, 1908, when he fixed by the court .for his- release,
turned the tide In San Miguel county, Today local Chinamen were endeav
(Associated Presa Bulletin.)
the home of O. A. Larrazolo, the oring to fix up the necessary bond to
Cherry, III., Nov. 20. An exploring party engaged In removing the
Democratic candidate for congress secure Horn Kin's release from the bodies of victims of last Saturday's horrifying
explosion which wrecked the
against Delegate W. H. Andrews, in county jail, where he has been con 8t. Paul mine here, entombing three hundred men, this afternoon found
counfined since he was arrested and forty miners alive behind a pile of debris. The
favor of the latter, carrying this
men,
from
ty by 770 votes for, Mr. Andrews, the brought to this city for trial.
hunger and thirst, were rushed to the hoisting shaft where doctors and
case
The
Horn
of
nurses
been
have
administered stimulants and hurried them Jto a hospita..
Kin, which was
Republican candidate would
i appears that when the men discovered their predicament,
.overwhelmingly defeated. It was a the last one on the docket of the U.
they hasdistrict court for this term, attract tily walled themselves in, thus shutting off the deadly gases, smoke
fight, which will go down in the anand
nals of territorial politics, for it was ed consiaeraoie interest. The accus fire which had they reached them would have caused death. One of the
Romero, who saved the day and there- ed Chinaman and his clansmen rescued men stated that he believed one hundred and fifty men were alive
by saved Andrews,, who, when the fought the case to a finish, employing in the east slope of the mine. Hundreds of volunteers are now preparing
last ballot was counted in this mem- - the services of W. B. Bunker, of this to enter this part of the mine.
The wildest scenes Imaginable attended the bringing to the surface of
orable campaign, was elected by a city, to represent the accused as
miners, and the troops had the greatest difficulty In preventing
plurality of less than three hundred. counsel. Attorney Bunker made a the rescued
d
families and relatives from mobbing the half-dee- d
men:
In fact, Mr. Romero possesses ev- hard fight to secure the acquittal of the
Up to late this afternoon a totalof seventy-on- e
miners had been resery qualification for the position of his client, but the case of the proseUnited States marshal. He has the cution, conducted hy U. S. Attorney cued alive.'
endorsement of a majority of the Re- D. J. Leahy, and his assistant, HerA great heap of bodies was reached four hours for identification, then a
publican territorial central commit- bert W. Clark, was so well present
tee, the solid backing of bis home ed as to convinoe the jury that Horn in the Jllrfated mine early today, after careful record taken and interment
county, San Miguel, the Republican Kin was guilty. Frank M. Stanley, the a night spent in desperate efforts to carried out.
bulwark of the territory, the endorse- immigration inspector, was the chief remove obstructions. In one pile beLaborers worked all 'night by the
hind a "fall in" of gravel, timber and light of lanterns, preparing graves for
ment of every citizen of. prominence witness for the prosecution.,
of both the city and town of Las VeThe jury was out so long, that coal, the explorers found thirty bodies the bodies. The work of recovery
gas, besides practically the united either a verdict Of acquittal or a and as many more bodies were discov- was checked for a time after ten
support of every county of northern hung jury was expected by the de- ered at other points.. The pathetic bodies bad been brought up, by anNew Mexico, including Bernalillo, the fense. The first ballot is understood scenes which marked the recovery of other fall of coal." 'The rescuers are
to- in constant danger, due to the burned
county of one of his rival candidates to have been seven tor conviction bodies yesterday, were
for the position, Thomas S. Hubbell, and five for acquittal. At one time day, but on a larger scale. Owing to out condition of the timbering. The
of Albuquerque;. Colfax, Union, Mora, the ballot is said to have stood eight the decomposed condition of the work of placing new supports is being
Taos, Quay, Rio Arriba, San Juan and for acquittal and four for conviction. bodies they will be held only twenty- - rushed.
Santa Fe. In addition party leaders Finally, however, the jury managed
throughout New Mexico and men of to agree on a verdict of guilty.
known prominence, favor his appointFollowing the announcement of
ment and when the matter of the the verdict in this case, Chief Jusselection of a new United States tice W. J. Mills adjourned the U. S.
marshal comes up for final settlement court here until December 28th. At
before President Taft the candidacy that time arguments, on the motion
f Mr. Romero win be lacking in noth-In- g for a new trial in the Horn Kin case,
In the way of proper endorsement and a motion for an appeal in the
Samuel Gom- Toronto, Nov. 20.
and support
case of the United States vs. George
was unanimously
pers
presi- OFFICIAL CONFIRMATION
20.
In this connection a brief resume Srell, convicted of subornation
until
The Postal
the day it was publicly announc dent of
New York; Nov.
of
the
American
Federation
of
OF EXECUTIONS RECEIVED
.
of the life history of Secundino
perjury, will be heard.
V Telegraph' Company has not yet been ed, It is true that we own, a large Labor' at the annual convention to
will be of interest. Born in Las
block
of
stock of the American Tele"'
Invited to join' the American Teleday.
Washington, Nov. 20. Official con- -'
Vegas, July 1, 1869, he Is truly a na- STEEL MAGNATE'S WIFE
phone and Telegraph company, but
n
The
convention
Telegraph-WesterUnion
and
today directed that firmation of the execution of the two
phone
tive of the Meadow City. His early
is one of our many investments. a
that
meeting of the presidents of the Americans, Groce and' Cannon, by
OBSERVES ANNIVERSARY merger, and furthermore has no de- We never
education was in the Jesuits College,
have had and have not now various
organizations , affiliated with wicaragua government troops, was
H.
Charles
so
sire
of
doing,
a
says
in Las Vegas. Later he attended
on the board of the American Federation
be called at received by the state department this
Mrs. H. C. Griswold was the re- Mackay, president of the Postal, In any representation
that
private school at Romerovllle. From
company; and our stock is not
in December, to outline the morning. .
of
Pittsburg
New
statement
an
in
issued
cipient
official
Wedbeautiful
many
giftswent
to
he
there
St Mary's College,
consulted or considered any' more court of action aeainst- th
at St Mary's, Kansas, a school which nesday evening by, the guests at the York last night
than the stock of any other stock- shop",
policy of the United States Steel
Plaza
sanitarium
Rumor has been busy of late build holder as you will see from
Confessed Their, Guilt
in, memory pf; the
numbers among its alumni men of
the fact corporation, which the Federation deeleventh
a
of
her
anniversary
X.
syndicate,
in
business
ing
the
great
national prominence
marriage.
Minn., Nov. .oAtThat
Stillwater,
we
that
knew
about
'
deal
this
nothing
"the
clared to be
most formidable
and political world today. Graduating Mrs: Griswold, who has been a pa- butMr. Mackay emphatically discred- until it was publicly announced.
Leonard. Groce and Leroy Cannon,
;
Of
labor.
enemy
tient
at
organized
the sanitarium for the past its such a plan, and says that the
the two Americans shot
from St. Mary's, Mr., Romero, still a
The statement that Mr. William
order of
two years, is still unablw to leave her Telephone-Wester- n
Union merger H. Baker
President Zelaya, "were executed onyoung man, was sent to Spaulding's
us
Is
incorrect
represent?
but
bed,
return
in
NORMAL
for
UNIVERSITY
Mr.
.
the
kindmeans only keener competition.
many
Business College, at Kansas City,
ly after a fair and Impartial trial by
He does not represent , us in anything
nesses shown her, Mrs. Griswold r
REOPEN MONDAY court martial, was the Information
. WILL
Mackay's statement follows,
Mo., to be fitted for an active bust
the
la
Neither
have
slightest
degree.
,n-- .
"We have had nothing to ao,
nee careers Fram this last named In- beautiful carnations placed at the
received here today by State Senator
we (had anything to do with' the puri.t.f ii'uf : ;:i
stitution he graduated with honors plate of each guest 'af dinner. Mrs. er directly or indirectly, with the chase of the. telephone
Although the public srtools of J?ast George FL Sullivan,' in a cablegram
in
company
Griswold
has
a
most ehairmlng person- combination of the American '. TeleMarch 28, 1890.
.1
thetmlddle west Our company is slow and; Wast. Las Vegas, will not reopen from fames' M. Hall, a former Stili
ality,; and has made many friends phone' and .Telegraph company , with
Immediately upon his graduation among
and 'conservative In ltsr. Investments' on. n Monday, the Normal university water man, who Is engaged la. mi n
'
those who have met her.' 'She the
from the Kansas City school, Mr.
Western, Union Telegraph com- but swift and aggressive in Its' serv- will resume the first, of the week. Dr. ing In Nicaragua. Hall says:
is
the
wife
of
H.
C.
Griswold, who is pany.' We have not wished to join it, ice.
"Groffle and Cannon were caught
Romero assumed a position as as- one
We are not disturbed in' ' any B. S. Gowen, president of the univer
the head officials of the Illi- and
stated
have not been invited to Join it. way. We have
was
sistant bookkeeper with Burham, Han-n- nois of
with
that
a .djamlte machine in their
sity,
today
everything
successfully met hard in readiness for the
Steel works with headquarters in There
have been no negotiations what competition for over twenty-fivMunger & company, a wholesale Chicago, and it Is
opening of the poesess.ion, with which they Intend
years
with much regret ever with us in regard to the matter
normal on Monday, and that the ses to blowVup a government transp'v.
dry ''goods establishment of Kansas that he could
first-clas- s
not, be here that even- and there is every reason why we and have prospered and are In
City. After a year spent with this
financial condition, better than sion would be resumed on that day. carrying (five hundred men. Both
ing to enjoy the occasion of their wed- should not have had anything to do
The public schools win In all likeli the men wrote letters to their famil- (.Continued en Page 6.)
ding anniversary.
hood resume work on Monday week, j lea.
(Continued en Pag 0)
with it We knew nothing about It!
nonffsslng their guilt."
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Paso - and Albuquerque, makes the ed the following day charged with a
SANTA FE
traffic heavier. , Stub. No. ,8 has been violation of the interstate commerce
run for the past two or three nights. act The case against Lundbloom was
Conductor J. S. Shaffer and crew dismissed Tuesday, and Wednesday
ROCK ISLAND ;
handled the first train of a "red ball" he was given transportation to Deni
;
freight through this point yesterday. ver. .
it may not be a matter
COMPETE There will be a fast freight run out Although
of this point every day now, both of common knowledge that Franklin
K. Lane, a member of the Interstate
east and west
It is learned that the American commerce commission, was once a
THESE ROADS TO FIGHT IT OUT
he made the
Locomotive company has, within the newspaper reporter,
FOR U. S. MAIL
last few wejeks, placed orders for stee1 following statement recently to a
CONTRACT.
aggregating $ 1,000,000 to cover tts representative of the Salt Lake Trirequirements for the heavy locomo- bune: "I worked for the Tribune
tive orders which the company baa as a reporter in 1888 and 1889. Was
TOO NEW FAST TRAINS secured recently.
its New York correspondent that winFireman Wm. Sheeley was taken to ter and you see the end I've come
afLittle did I think
Atchison Will Put One in Operation the Santa Fe hospital yesterday at- to. Better look out
I used to 6nd
when
severe
a
in
those
from
days,
ternoon,
suffering
on January 1 Date for Inaugura
not definite- my weekly 'clip that I would be in
of
is
It
tack
appendicitis.
Not
Rock
Island
Service
Yet
tion, of
to decide how
Announced Record Runs Expected, ly known as yet whether or not an Salt Lake itself trying
must
Tribune
paThe
will
much
be
the
pay for its
necessary.
operation
was resting easier this after-no- freight on white paper."
tient
When the Santa Fe official an- Railroad earnings continue to show
on
nonncement or tne installation,
large gains over last year, total gross
R.
J.
superintenParker,
general
January 1, of the new mall train run dent of the New Mexico division," earnings of all railroads in the Unitnlng through Wichita, enroute for
at La Junta, pass- ed States reporting for the month of
Texas, became generally known, rail with headquarters
last night in his October being $52,031,943, an increase
ed
city
through
thq
way circles put two and two together
car
No.
8,
returning to La of 9.2 per cent over last year. The
and predicted that when the contem private
been present at same roads a year ago Teported a
after
Junta,
having
plated new Rock Island Texas mail the
held in El loss of nearly 6 per cent as compared
Irrigation
meeting
train is put into service the most
with October,. 1907, while now there
on
Paso
Thursday.
hotly contested --race In the south'
is a gain of 2.7 per cent Nearly al'
d
C.
Selsor
F.
Brakeman
west for the federal mall contracts
Included Teport gains, a numn roads
Brake-mato
relieve
to Lamy last night
in years will be the result
of
them for considerable amounts.
ber
who was
Vincent Rathburn
The railway men's interpretation
In
the
following table is given earn
work"
that
on
at
train
the
of the announcement is that the new working
United States roads report
of
Ings
Santa Fe train, to be known as No. 9, place with Conductor J. W. Burk's
for October and practically the
ing
received
crew.
Rathburn
Brakeman
will be run" to Newton and west via
a same roads for September and Authe Belen cut off, as soon as the Har the sad news last evening that
gust, with the Increase In compari
vey eating houses on the cutoff are brother of his had died in El Paso, sons with the preceding year: OctoTexas.
Newton, however, the
completed,
A new combined passenger and bag- ber, gross earnings, $52,031,943; gain,
tra!n' win be divided, one part to the
cent, 9.2. September,
coast and the other through Wichita gage gasoline motor car for the Rock $4,363,218; per
' per
$4,024',228;
$46,996,353;
gain,
Island
McKeen
has
sent
been
from
the
to Texas. This train will be as ade9.4. - August grass earnings,
cent,
under Its
quately equipped as the limited, but shops at Omaha to Chicago
own power. It is fifty-fiv- e
feet long, $44,302,923; gain, $4,659,659; per cent
will accommodate second-clas- s
en- 11.8.
all steel, and. has a
,
v
this week was the mecca
The date of the installation of the gine. This is the latest type of motor forChicago
railroad presidents,
car
Rock
to
be
tested
the
Island,
by
contemplated Rock Island mail train
managers, and lesser officials
la merely a matter of conjecture with which now has five or six different general
from nearly every section of the
on
kinds
Its
branch
service
in
lines,
men.
Most of them are of
railway
United States, who were in attendance
the opinion that the company will be with a view to placing orders for a at the fall convention of the American
found
If
number
a
to
type is
give
unable before the first of the year large
Railway association at the Auditorium
to have the train in readiness for its satisfactory service.
hotel. Two hundred railroads out of
The
Rock
Island system's latest
first run, owing to its elaborate equip339 members of the 6rgan-izatio'
statistics on earnings and loaded car a total of
ment
miles of
248,660
operating
If their theory turns out to be the movements, which is the largest in lines, were represented by 250 delecorrect one when the Rock Island of- its history, show that a tremendously gates, who met in executive session,
ficials make known their intentions, increased traffic is being bandied presided over by F. A. Delano, to disthey are confident of interesting hap- with a vast increase in efficiency and cuss committee reports on some of
The result is reflected the vital
penings for a time and expect some economy.
problems connected with
record breaking runs to be made In strongly In the; earnings which are railroadoperation. It was announced
'
Justifying the prediction made by after the meeting that the most im
the competition.
new Rock Island train will be President B. L. Winchell when he portant action taken was that on the
, The
a through train from Kansas City to assumed control of the Rock Island1 report of the committee on per diem
Galveston. One fact that railroad men and inaugurated a liberal policy of rules governing the interchange of
a
are certain of is that the new. Rock improvement.
freight cars, of which President
The case against Bernard Love, the
of the Pennsylvania is chairman.
Island train will be the finest ever
run in the west. It will probably, at Chicago railroad employe who eecur- - The committee recommended that the
the start, carry wa sleepers or morT
pass for Charles J. Lundbloom, present rate of 25 cents' per ttjy for
of the cars of 'on's'loaa by
onedining car, andhair cars. Tfe2j, - . TBsumpJiye,, has , been dismissed, the tise be
Increased. The "majority
cars will be the new practically un- ms leaerai aauiunu9 acuum uiiu another
wreckable. fireproof coaches,, made Love secured the pass as an act of of the committee was In favor of a
was arrested last rate of 40 cents, but it was decided to
throughout with pressed steel with charity. Lundbloom
no wood except the Inejde finishing. Sunday while en route to Denver in submit three alternative rates, 30, 35
40 cents, to a letter ballot.
The niail and baggage car, if not .en- search of health and Love was arrest and
be
will
tirely of steel construction,
of the, steel braced, kind. When this
train makes its first run it will be
the "Queen'Vof the west, as no train
west of Chicago will have as fine
equipment, aside, perhaps, from the
Santa Fe's famous California limit'
t
ed.

.r

20.

NOVEMBER

-

Mc-Cre-

Nov. 20. The folSanta Fe.
lowing prlseners of the penitentiary
have made application for parole:
Miguel Castillo, sentenced from Sierra county for 99 years for the crime
of murder. Sentence commuted to 20
years.,
Manuel Vargas, sentenced from
Taos county, for 10 years for murder.
" John
Thomas, sentenced from San
Miguel county, for 18 months for larceny from dwelling.
Jacob Fischer, 'sentenced from Bernalillo county, for 18 months, for assault with Intent to rob.
Francisco Martinez, sentenced from
Rio Arriba county, for life, for murder.
Jose Molina, sentenced from Sierra
county, for 25 years and costs, for
murder.
Trinidad Olguin, sentenced from Rio
Arriba county, for 99 years, for the
'.
crime of murder.
William Walters, sentenced from Socorro county, for life, for the crime of
'
murder.
N-.-

WILL NOT BUILD A
SMELTER AT WHITEWATER
Silver City. N. M.. Nov. 20. It is
learned that the station of White
water on the Silver City .branch of
the Santa Fe, north of Deminsr. has
been practically abandoned as a site
for the smelter which was to be built
to handle the Burro mountain copper
ores. For several months exhaustive
tests for water have been in progress,
and it is understood that no supply
sufficient for smelter operations was
developed.
A railroad is now under construction from Whitewater into the Burro
mountains and it was expected that a
smelter would be erected at once.
It is said that testsyfor water are
now being made at other points nearer
Deming. The locality furnishing the
most water will probably be selected
as the smelter site.
There are now three or four large
companies mining low grade coDDer
ore in the Burro mountains, and it
is said that a 'smelter has become a
necessity.

li
1
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AVERY TURNER RAN FIRST

I RAIN

NOTES
Fireman B. R. White is marked
up as off duty for a few days.
J. Af Conley, master mechanic at
Raton; N. M' was in the city today,
registered at the Castaneda hotel.
Conductor W. F. Hetzler and crew
brought in the regulars No. & to
day, running about two hours late.
Conductor Joe Daugherty and crew
handled the Raymond & Wbltcomb
special out of this place yesterday
morning which was running as second
RAILROAD

'

and he never knew it until long afterwards.
"When the road was completed to
Santa Fe, I was the first passenger
conductor on the first regular run. We
ran a little three-coac- h
train in those
days. Later we put on a chair car,
and it was a strange one from a
modern viewpoint The chairs were
the 'sleepy hollow' kind, and they left
the castors on so that the floor was
like a skating rink whenever the train
stopped suddenly. But it was cons'd-ere- d
very fine then. That was in

.
No. 9,
,
west
Conductor" W. E. Eastman brought
Just how this modest man came to :S80.".
,
in General Manager C. W. Kouns' be the first man to enter New. Mexico
Rapid Rise.
special last night from Lamy, the by rail is a story which has never
And so it was that Avery Turner
party having originally started from been written. It was told many times told the story of a first invasion by
Santa Fe. The train wae pulled by in the day when railroads were being rail of a
which is now honeyi
born every bright morning, but recent combed territory
engine No. 44.
with raUroads. From-thato
Conductor D. Reed and crewot the years have brought iorgetfulness
position of passenger conductor on the
,

'

'

t

district' handled the stub flo. J6 the story. It is a relic of, the old rail- initial run, his rise was rapid. In 1881
,Jiiich arrived here last night. The road days, widely different from the he was appointed trainmaster at La
now.'
the
'

J
5

1,

tempo
running of a' stub' No. 8 , In addition days of
The old railroad man's hair is alto the regular. No. 8 is dueto the
eye is
fact that the extra train which has most gray today,- but in-- his
been put into' service between ,E1 seen the fire which made railroads
yesterday and which, for all that is
making railroads still. As Mr. Turner
sat in one of the private cars which
v.
conveyed the Santa Fe officials to El
Paso he told the story.
The Old Railroader's Story.
"It was back in 1879 when the Santa
Fe tracks wane laid across the Colorado line on the way to Santa Fe,"
said Mr. Turner. "At that time I was
in charge of the track laying gang,
and FCM. Bisbee who by the way, is
with. our party, was civil engineer in
charge of the operations.
v
was a husky fellow, stronger
VW
ej JecXuqNly than".There
any of us, who had boasted that
he would run the first engine Into the
cms wovacomvR
territory. We let him talk. But when
we reached the line we drove a stake,
and the husky man drove us all away
from the engine and he ran It oyer the
new bit of track. Then . he trowed
To
with his whistle, and made a great
racket about what he had done.
I
Fooled the Other Man.
"Well, wa let him crow. Now, when
we had gone on for a quarter of a mile
or so, I slipped off from the rest and
ran the engine on over the new track.
' And I was the firetf man to enter New
Mexico by rati.- Yes, we had driven
BY LEADING. DRUGGISTS StfABCTTlE
the stake only Id fool the husky man,
,

system

assss

teYs bewejxevA

CALIFPRri!
Fig Syrup Col

i

;

Junta. And then he became superintendent of middle and southern divisions in Kansas and Oklahoma, which
position he held seven years. ' For
three years he served as assistant general superintendent in Topeka, and
later was mada superintendent of the
Chicago and Kansas City ; division.
Then he became
and
general manager of the Pecos valley
branch, active management being resigned but a .few months ago.

to-d-

writes:

Now Has Best of Health. '
Mrs. Victoria M. Pfckel, 130 E. Mound
St.-- Columbus, Ohio, writes :
"I have been using Peruna for catarrh,
,

having had a very aggravated case, so
baa! that it clogged the nasal organs.
When I did get the nasal organs opened,
the mucus would drop Into my throat
and make me very sick.
"A friend advised me to take Peruna,
and after using four bottles I was cured.
"I have no trouble now, and am happy
to say that I am enjoying the best of
health and attending, to my lodge duties, being a member of the RebeccaLodge of Odd Fellows.
"I would recommend Peruna to those
suffering with the same obnoxious
trouble."
Catarrh for Several Years.
Mrs. Alice Bogle, 803 Clinton St,
Circleyille, Ohio, writes :
"I want to inform you what Peruna
has done for me.
"I have been afflicted with catarrh for
several years. I have tried different
medicines and none seemed to do m
any good until I used Peruna. I bav
taken six bottles and can praise it very
highly for the good it has done me.
'
"I also find It of great benefit to laj
-

"I can safely and truly say that Peru-

na has

been a blessing to me.
so badly that I bad lost
the sense of smell and taste,
"I had stomach trouble so bad that I
could not eat anything without suffer-

"I had catarrh

children."---

-

'

'

When a small boy washes his haads-anface without being told ho has
on his parents. ' V ' ' '

deep-design-

s

Agents BUTTERICK PATTERNS
""New Mexico's
L.argesi,
Modern

11,000

xm,aAM0 iwrmjMM

Most

Store

VSn.

,

of

Ptit-- t

Floor Space

"to.

ANOTHER WEEK OF OUR

THANKSGIVING SAEE
SPECIAL VALUES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
All Hour Specials Continue Throughout The. Week.

THANKSGIVING LINENS
TABLE LINENS

NAPKINS

A
bleached Table
Ifcrnask; worth 90c per yard, for
69c
nly
72-in-

An extra fine Satin Damask Linen
m inches wide; worth $1.25, for 89c

'

;r
VA

nice grade of Union Linen,, 66
.inches, wide... unbleached, a. very
serviceable( Linen, only
...69c

.

Beautiful Bleached
Inches wide newest

Ztte

72

-

s yJ'
fy.A

1

V

k

Sfifcff
'

A

,

Napkins;
onlT

ff
M
J

,

JJ

Vjl
"(C

eru.'.-jSS

'

-

E

$2.19
A nica Sattn Damask Linen
Nap-kin, siza 22x22; worth- - 3.00
'per
dozen, only
.isrdo

'""u union Linen Napkin, nn- bleached; was cheap at J1.60 per
dozen, only
....$1.29
Bleached Damask Napkins, 24x24

,

ar

bleached Damask
worth ?2.60 per dozen,

f-
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MOYEN-AG-

Dresses,
Dresses,
e
Dresses,
e
12
Dresses,
6 0ne p4ece Dresesa.

,

;
'

AO-XT-

all-line-

Department

DRESSES

an excellent variety of styles, materials and colors
2
10
10

''- -

Hfirv?'

i,.

ONE-PIEC- E

in

22

MffM
JS

Ladies' Ready-to-We-

'

n

Internal Catarrh.
Miss Nora Kelley, R, R. 1, Box 121,
London, Ohio, says :
'I write to thank you for the wonderful good your Peruna has done for Jne.!
"I was a sufferer from kidney and
other internal trouble for twenty-tw- o
years. Two years ago I began to take
Peruna and I only took about three botI can say I am a well
tles and
person."
Could Not Eat Without Sufferln.
Mrs. H. A. Weaver, Somerset, Ohio,

'

No Case on Record
There Is no case on record ' of a
cough or cold resulting in pneumonia
has-bee-

Mrs. Victoria M. PiclteL

An Honest Family Medicine.

vice-preside-

or consumption after Foley's Honey
and Tar
taken, as it will stop
your cough and break up your cold
quickly. Refuse any but the genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar in a yellow
package. Contains no opiates and is
safe and sure. 'Red Cross Drug Co.
and O. G. Schaefer.
j

na.

WA

Pe-ru--

INTO NEW MEXICO

Absolutely the first human being to
enter New Mexico by rail, and the
man who first conducted a passenger
train into the territory, was in El Paso
,
this week,;
His name is Avery Turner, and besides being the first man to do these
of two
things, he now is
railroads, the Pecos & North Texas
railway and the Southern Kansas Railway of Texas, and is connected with
many smaller companies of the south-

re-ru--

Remedy

i
ing afterwards.
to
me
Peruadvised
friends
try
"My
na. I bought one bottle and was greatly
benefited by it, and So I bought one-ha- lf
dozen bottles, and will say that I am
completely cured of stomach trouble
and catarrh.
I cannot say enough for Peruna.',' .
Brought Appetite.
Mrs. Selina Tanner, Athens, O., writes
The young married man had been
on the road about a year. He had that Peruna relieved her of stomach
Just told his wife that the firm had tronble and brought her a good appetite,
Pe-ru-n- a.
given him apposition in the store, and
he would not have to travel any
'
more.
After she passes 30 a woman may
"Oh, won't that be fine George!"
she exclaimed. "Now we'll be mar- still observe her birthdays, but she
ried again and settle down."
doesn't want other people to.

"a

'

Married , and Unmarried, Praise the Buckeye

One-Plec-

e

One-Plec-

e

One-Plec-

Qne-Piec-

--

marked
marked
marked
marked
marked

to sell for $9.50, for
to sell for $14.60 and $l5.0o! for
to sell for $17.50 to $20.00. for
to sell for $22.50 to $2750 for '
to sett, for $29.60 to $35.00, for '

'"'""J,

'

115'

tis
$

'

9J0

'

'

.

The trouble with the average young

man Is that he doesn't think seriously
of marriage until after he faces the

parson.

,

'
Sick Headache .,
This distressing disease results from
a disordered condition of the stomach,
and can be cured by taking Chamber
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get
a free sample at all dealers, and try it

J

SUITS

n

$17.60 Baits for
$21.60 Suits for

COATS
$14.00

......$17.25

$19.00 Suits for

$15.25

$23.50 Suits for

$18.75

$25.00, Suits for
$27.60 Suits for
$32.50
$35.00
$45.00
$50.00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

for
for
for
for

$20.00
$22.00
$26.00
$23.00
$36.00
$40.00

$8.50 Black Coats for
$10.00
$13.60
$15.00
$18.50
$17.60
$23.60
$30.00
$35.00

SKIRTS
$6.75

Black Coats for
$8.00
Black Coats for ......$10.50
Black Coats
Black Coats
Tan Covert
Tan Covert

for
$12.00
for
$15.00
Coats for. $14.50
Coats for.$19.00
Colored Coats for
$23.00
Colored Coats for

15.00

Skirts
J6.60 Skirts
$7.00 Skirts
$8.00 Skirts
19.00 Skirts
$10.00 Skirts
$12.50 Skirts
$15.00 SklrU
$17.50 Skirts
$20.00 Skirts

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

'

.'...........$4.00
............$5.25
$5.50

.....'.......$8.50
$7.25

..'....$8.00
$10.00
$1200
$14.00
$16 00

LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPT!jC,

PUEBLO STREET CAR
BAMDiT

BACKACHE VANISHES

I,b

Nov.
were convinced that he had committed
S. Essex, District
Attorney
serious crimes in other loaclities.
and the
.

fc.

CHIME OF MURDER

Dpidson
sheriffs
vlU join, la a petition todepartment
Governor
Shafroth ta pardon C. C. Collins, or
Charles Barr, who Is
serving a fourteen-year
term for holding up an Irving place car in Pueblo last spring. It
8 desired to secure a
paraon for Collins In order that he may be surrendered to the Nevada authorities to be
taken back to that state to be tried
for the murder of Deputy Sheriff William Larkin at Wlnnemucca, Nev.,a
year ago. His identification as the

murderer has been made complete.
The Identity of Collins as the murderer came about solely through the;
efforts of Deputy Sheriff Joe Reilly of
Tueblo. Barr, the father of Collins,'
who resides in San Francisco, wrote
the district attorney here under the
name of W. G. Southern, asking that
the sentence be reduced. He said he
was the father of Collins, and that it
was the first offense his son had ever
committed. Efforts were made to locate Southern through the police department of San Francisco, but he had
rented a box at the postoffice under
the name of a local real estate dealer
and nothing could be learned as to his
real identity- .- Finally W; W, Allen,
member of the park board of San
11
UL
DkAlC
.wk7x.u, uuu U
university, wrote the district attorney
here asking for clemency for Collins.
The letter was turned over to Deputy
Sheriff Reilly and he at once wrote
to the police department at San Fran-cisoAn investigation resulted in locating Allen and identifying Southern
as Barr and his son as Charles Barr,;
wanted in Nevada for murder.
A reward of $1,000 i offered for
Bairr's arrest in Nevada, and this
will likely be divided among the
Pueblo officers. Collins made threats
against the life of Judge Essex while
lie was being taken to jail after sentence had been passed upon him, and
also threatened the lives of the offl-er- s
who had been instrumental In his
arrest and conviction for the holdup
of the Irving place car. His actions,
and threats stamped him as a professional criminal and tha local officers
--

1,

1,11X3

c.

Officer Reilly was so sure that Collins was a badly wanted man that he
persisted in trying to learn Collins
true name and past history, even after
the San Francisco officials had written that there was no hope of finding
out anything about the man and had
announced their abandonment of the
case. Barr is believed to have committed
murder in Las Vegas, N. M. A restaurant was held up in that city and
the manager murdered and circumstances pointed to Barr as the guilty
man. There was little evidence against
him, however, and the case was abandoned as the officers here had a clear
case against Barr for highway robbery.
Every sheriff in Nevada has been on
a persistent lookout for Barr since the
murder committed in that state. The
murder of Deputy Sheriff Larkin was
peculiarly brutal and unprovoked. He
held a warrant against Barr for some
minor offense and went to arrest Barr.
Barr knew he was wanted and when
the unsuspecting officer approached
him Barr fired, kflling Larkin instantly. Barr then fled and apparently came
direct to Colorado where he commenced a career of crime which was
cut off suddenly by his arrest in
Pueblo and his sentence to the peni
tentiary from the district court in this
.
city.
Larkin was widely known In Ne
vada and was one of the pioneers in
the late mining excitement through
out that state. He was extremely popular with all classes and the state and
the sheriff at Wlnnemucca offered rewards for the arrest of Barr which
total $1,000. Pictures of Collina have
been identified by San Francisco offl
cers to whom he Is known as Barr and
there Is :no chance for a case of mis
taken identity.
Every effopt will be made to secure
a pardon for Collins and it is believed
that no trouble will be experienced in
securing his release from, the Colorado penitentiary in order that he may
be taken to Nevada to face the more
serious charge of murder.

CAREY ACT WISEST LAW
FOR WEST

EVER ENACTED

desires to avail themselves of the pro
act application is made
board. The desired
land is described, showing the surveys,
location of ditches and reservoirs,
measurements, etc. When a satisfac
tory showing is made the proper state
officer notifies the secretary of the In
terior and the land is turned over to
the state. The sate acts In the position of a supervisor pnly and is per
mitted to charge 60 cents an acre.
To buy afarm under the Carey act
all that is necessary is to indicate the
land that is wanted, locate on the
land within six months after the water
Is ready for use, make the necessary
improvements and then advertise and
appear before the state board with
two witnesses for patent.
A marked advantage the act presents over the old desert land act is
that the land is set aside in a body
for the person or company which is
doing the developing. Thls guards the
company against the type of. 'land
scalper" who takes up a homestead in

Uirjr ol the interior Is authorized to visions of the
tuu yarcm cercam to the state-lannuuiiLe,. gram
d

blocks of desert land not to exceed
1,000,000 acres In each state or territory, as the state may cause to be irrigated, reclaimed, occupied and not
less than twenty acres of each 160
acre tract cultivated by actual settlers, is proving to be one of the
wisest and best laws ever enacted for
section. The law, in imthe semi-ariportance for the west, ranks with the
reclamation law as passed in the
Roosevelt administration. It has been
a law since 1894, and now, more than
evef before, it is being appreciated by
the men who seek fair conditions under which to reclaim the arid plains.
When first passed under' the leadership of Joseph M. Carey of Wyoming
its life was for ten years, but later it
was wisely amended to make it perpetual, and its provisions were extends

d

ed to the territories.
Briefly, the working of the law is as
x

follows:

If any person or company

The iVorld's

..vstfiii,.
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PuJJy's Pure

,3oiv

2

i"

A".

altrjhlskey

comDuffy's Pure Malt Whiskey must not be regarded as an ordinary
mercial whiskey. It is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain. Its
substances render it so that it
palatabiiity and its freedom from injurious
can be retained by the most sensitive stomach. It has been the standard of
purity and excellence for fifty years.
and sickly children-- It
It is invaluable for overworked men, delicate women
is a promoter of health and lonrtys
the
sustains
and
system;
strengthens
makes the old feel young and keeps the young strong.
pneuIt is a wonderful remedy in the treatment and cure of consumption,
stomach foubles,
monia, grippe, bronchitis, coughs, colds malaria, low fevers,
J
in time.
and all wasting, weakened, diseased conditions, if taken
cheeks
strong and vigorous and have on your accord-If you wish to health"
hi
take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey regularly,
glow of perfect
the heart action and purifies 'he
to directions. It tones and strengthensmedicine
everywhere
entire system. It is recognized as a family
dealer for Duffy's
CAUTION-W- hen
you ask your druggist, grocer or
- "
KCl. UlC kchuiiic.
WTiiclrffV he Sure VOU
T
.
.
.
tU
".".rurc
lea nnlv never in bulk. T nalc
on the label, and make sure the seal
PHce $1.00. Write Medical Department. Duffy
m.i vvhUWev Co.. Rochester, N.
free advice.
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lLhXnbroken. anist
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ARREST FOSTOFFIGE

AND

CLERK ATALBUQUERQUE

surprise awaits everysuf-fere- r
from kidney or bladder trouble
who takes several - doses of Pape's
Diuretic. Misery in the back, sides
or loins, sick headache, nervousness,
rheumatism pains, heart palpitations,
dizziness, sleeplessness, inflamed or
swollen eyelids, lack of energy and
all symptoms of
kidneys
simply vanish.
Uncontrollable urination (especial
ly at night), smarting, offensive and
discolored water and other bladder
misery ends.
The moment you suspect kidney
or urinary disorder, or feel any rheumatism, begin ' taking this harmless
medicine, with ' the knowledge that
there is no other, remedy, at any
price, made anywhere else in the
world, which will effect sd thorough
and prompt a cure as a fifty-cen- t
treatment of Pape's Diuretic, which
any druggist can supply.
It is needless to feel miserable and
worried, because this unusual preparation goes at once to the
der kidneys and urinary system, distributing Its cleansing, healing and
strengthening influence directly upon
the organs and glands affected, and
completes the cure bef ore you real-

Albuquerque, N. M.f Nov. SOArthur
R. Smith, colored, a mailing clerk In

A real

20.-Di- 8trict

20, 190

ACT FINE

YOUR KIDNEYS

CONFESSES

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

Virginia
BRAND

the Albuquerque postoffice,, has been
placed under arrest here by Inspector
Smith and Deputy U. S. Marshal W. R.
Forbes on the charge of embezzling
' money from the mail.
"He now languishes In 'the county
jail and will be given a hearing later.
Smith's arrest came as a result of
the disappearance of money from lete
ters passing through the local
for some time past Inspector
Crawford and Postmaster Hopkins
were quietly investigating, and the
inspectors finally got evidence that
seemed to mark Smith as guilty.
It is said that a marked bill was
used in, securing evidence,' but In' not say
spector Crawford woiild
'
whether this was true, stating, however, that the evidence - against
Smith is strong.
Smith as mailing clerk handled all'
the mail that went out from the local
office up until 11:30 at night, when
he was relieved by another man.
It Is said he was usually dressed in
the heigh th of fashion, wearing
clothes that would make one envious.
He seemed to have a half dozen suits
of clothes, with numerous pairs or
ize, it
and all the accessories, so that
Tour physician, pharmacist, banker shoes
he
a brilliant appearance. He
made
or any mercantile agency will tell
unmarried and has been In the em
is
&
of
Pape,
yeu that Pape, Thompson
office here for some
ploy of
Cincinnati, is a large and responsible months. ,the
medicine concern, thoroughly
worthy
'
Crawford has notified
Inspector
of your confidence.
D. J. Leahy, United States attorney
fifty-ceDiuretic
Accept ionly Pape's
arrest, and
treatment any drug store any- for New Mexico, of the
is waiting to hear from Mr. Leahy rewhere in "the world.
garding the time or a hearing of the
charge against Smith.
comsome
a
tract
that
the middle of
pany is planning to secure and then
Shake I nU Ysur Shoes.
tries to hold up the concern, which is
a powder. Rea
Allen's Foot-Easoften forced to buy
relinquishment
before another who wants to become lieves painful, smarting, nervous feet
a stockholder in the company, can and ingrowing nails, and instantly
make the filing.
takes the stings out of corns and bun-IonIt Is a notable fact that the control
It's the greatest comfort dlsr
which the state or territory exercises
of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
covery
of
over such lands has had the effect
makes
tight or new shoes feel easy.
getting the land reclaimed at the lowcalest possible figure, based upon the It is a certain cure for sweating,
feet
Try
lous,
tired,
aching
swollen,
and
cost of building the storage basins
ditches. In fixing the price at which it today. Sold by all druggists and
in
the perpetual rights shall be sold, it shoe stores. By mail for , 25c
has kept down the values of high stamps. Don't accept any substitute.
priced land. In many cases the land Trial package FREE. Address Allen
has gone to a high figure, though.
S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. Y.
After the settler has received his
patent from the state or territory, sub"What's worrying you?"
ject to whatever he owes the company "Motor car," answered Chugglns.
on
his
for water, he can secure a loan
"It either goes so fast that I'm held
entry by mortgage, retaining of course for
so elow
that
speeding or
his equity. Perhaps the great success
to
traffic
obstruct
not
warned
I'm
to
the fact
of the act is largely due
that every acre must pay its share of Washington Star.
the cost of development, whether It
Midnight Doctors
has been cultivated or not. This has
had the effect of inducing the entry are the most unwelcome visitors ev
men to til? the soli. Also it must be en the doctor himself curses the luck
compelled him to leave his com
clearly understood that the promoting that
fortable bea. suppose
try our
company does not fix the price for the method, and keep a big you
35c bottle of
water right The state or territorial Perry Davis" Painkiller in the house
engineer does this tinder instructions and let the doctor stay in bed and
from the official land board. .
enjoy himself.

(Hickory Smoked)

Hams tL Bacon

:

Have the finest flavor
'They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS
.

post-offic-

If your grocer

X

does not '

GI3ARLES ILFELL

keep them
he will

C0UPIMY

order them

,

for

yoi

out-of--

.
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Wholesalers of
General Merclneindiwe

nt

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

e,

ItELLY mdGB.

via

s.

wholesale zimmmms
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WOOL, HIDES

,

c

-
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Vega, M.M., Albuquorqua, N. HI., Tuoumparl,
Pboob, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado

BAm WAGONS, the Best Farm Wmgon mado '
CO., Vohhlos
RACINE-SATTL-

EY

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices: h
a.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs,
uooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100
lbs.
260 lbs., to 1,00a lbs., each delivery, 30c
100 lbs
per
50 lbs., to 200 lbs.,-eacdelivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery,
50c per 100 lbs.

IMPERATIVE NEEDS DF
I

Houtem

and

,J .';
PELTS

Camt La

.

WATERWAY

,

(Incorporated)

h

nVEIN TS

Washington, No. 20. One of the current revenues prove inadequate to
busiest offices at the national cap- carry out such a policy. It ia not con
ital these days is that of the secre- templated that these bonds shall be
issued at any one time, but only as
tary's office- - of the National Rivers the needs of waterway improvements
and Harbors congress which holds its make their issuance imperative.
sixth annual session in the city of .The National Rivers and Harbors
Washington, December 8, 9 and 10. congress was founded in Baltimore,
Captain J. F. Ellison, of Cincinnati, in October, 1901, at which some 600
who for a quarter of a century has delegates were present At the last
been connected with the steamboat convention of the congress held in
service on the Ohio river as master the city of Washington, last Decem
and owner. and who is the secretary ber, there were near 3,500 delegates
of th National Rivers and Harbors present which gives Senator Ellison
over the ground for his prediction that 5,000
congress, is enthusiastic
believing delegates will be present next month
forthcoming convention,
that there will be upwards of 5,000 at the sixth annual convention of the
accredited delegates in attendance.
congress which, in importance to the
President Taft who has personal business and agricultural interests of
ly Inspected thousands of miles of the country, is second only to the
waterways In his recent 13,000-mil- e
congress of the United States.
trip through continental United States Since the foundation of the govern'
will open the convention with an ex ment and including the
last river
haustive address upon the needs of and harbor bill there has been spent
waterway improvements and the ne on all the interior waterways or tne
cessity for some fixed governmental country, including harbors, lakes and
In canals, lees than $600,000,000.
Con
policy as to their development
addition to President Taft the cabi- trast that amount of money spent in
net will be represented by Secretar- the 133 years of our history with the
ies Dickinson and Nagel, who will de freight tonnage carried in the year
liver addresses during the sessions of 1908 alons which shows that there
the convention, which are to be held were upwards of 300,000,000 tons of
a the New Wlllard. A dozen or more freight carried on vessels of the Unit
governors of states will be present, ed States and the importance of this
heading their delegations and many great economic question becomes par
of whom will speak to the convention. amount.
Representative men of the nation- - When it is remembered that the
caninterested In this great question will waterways of our country-river- s,
be present to add the weight of their als, lakes and coastal channels have
0
influence to this movement.
an aggregate length of between
The National Rivers and Harbors
and 60,000 miles and only about
congress stands for the general ap 25J000 miles Is now used for navigapropriation of $50,000,000 a year, for tion the possibilities of vastly inthe internal development of the riv- creasing the opportunities for water
ers, harbors.and canals of the Unit- transportation is apparent
ed States, to be distributed on the
Secretary Ellison urges noon all
various projects which have the ap- commercial bodies, boards of trades
proval of the engineer corps' of the and chambers of commerce, mayors
army. Should current revenues be in- of cities and governors of states the
sufficient to make such an appropria- importance of sending delegates to
tion possible then the congress urges the sixth annual convention of the
the authorization of 500,000.000 of national rivers and harbors congress
waterway bonds at a low rate of in- which will mark the culmination of
terest, with the same conditions sur the movement, for a broad and comrounding these bonds as surround the prehensive policy on the part of the
Panama canal bonds, said bonds, general government towards the rivhowever, are not to be issued unless ers, harbors and canals.
55,-00-

AQUA

PDRA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting; qualities of which have made Las Veg-a- "
t

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue.
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WHOLESALE GROCERS
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Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay. Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fue and Caps.
.

Headquarters in the Territory for

Pus, Agricultural
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LAS YEOAS DAILY OPTIC,

for the next three months will see
this shortage increased over the preESTABLISHED 187SL
ceding week.
In no part of the country has there
occurred unusual delay in transport
PUBLISHED BY
cars. They have been doing bet
ing
The Optic Publishing Company ter service
this autumn than ever before in the history of railways of the
ihoorporatbd
United States.
,
M. M. PADGETT.
.r. . .EDITOR
Despite speedier . transportation,
greater" density of (traia service and
exceptionally fine weather, the shippers ot the country can note from the
above figures of car shortage the
Entered at the Postoffice at Kaat problems frost, snow, ice and stormy
Laa Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
weather will 3oon place before them,
as well as railway managers.
matter. '
,
This winter's experience will unRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ., doubtedly produce the largest orders
for freight equipment ever given by
"
t: v
the railways of the country.
FerLYear by Carrier............ $7.00
Buch orders will add next year to
Month by Carrier
65 the volume of business and keep good
J
( tor Week by Carrier
.20 times In the manufacturing districts.

.......

LOCAL

LOO

THE CAR SHORTAGE

GROWING.

The tremendous tonnage of freight
offered to the railways of the country
has taxed them beyond their capacity.
The demand for more cars grows
with each week, and when one reads of
increase in the working hours of
many manufacturing establishments,
Ot the
outputs of
furnaces, mills and coke districts,
taken in connection with at least an
other hundred thousand men being
put to work since last August, at con
struction and industrial employment,
It can be clearly perceived tha max!
mum tonnage has not yet been offered
the railways.
It I Is said that the Pennsylvania
rsilripad Is considering an order for
l" 00 new cars, and the execution of
ah an order by. the caf" manufac
turers means an additional great ton
'
oase in Itself.
f
,
A telegram from Ogden, Utah,
states that the Amalgamated Sugar
company has more than 75,000 tons
of sugar beets piled up between that
place and Logan awaiting transporta
tion.
The railroad companies are not able
to furnish cars. The roads of that
section are using every car available
In transporting coal, flour, grain and
other products.
The Illinois Central reports that the
entire 60,000 cars owned by the company are in service.
The whole country reported on October, 27 a shortage of more than
36,000 cars, compared with a shortage
of 23,000 two weeks before,
f It Is very probable that every week
record-breakin-

g

Wise men whose eyesight is keen
enough to follow the swift flight of
automobile trade predict a raise In
the prices of these "joy wagons"
soon. The announcement is a severe
disappointment, for wo were noting
with joy the decrease in auto prices
during the past few years and were
fondly expecting that the price would
soon be low enough to permit us to
inve3t a week's salary, buy an automobile and "break our neck."
Automobile manufacturers say It's
not their fault that the price is raising. They say that the price of raw
materials is higher.
They declare that the advance Is
in the neighborhood of thirty per
cent and that they can not dispense
with the purchase ot raw materials
and remain in the business.
But the "raw materials man" says
that it is not his fault that the price
of raw material Is to be higher. He
says that the demand for automobiles
has grown overwhelmingly large, and
that there is little more material left
Therefore It's growing dearer.
Early last spring when the estimates for the 1910 crop of automobiles was summed up the manufacturers estimated that about 75,000
cars would be needed tp satiate the
desire of Americans to travel faster.
Accordingly the manufacturers went
to work to make the machines-But a change has come. The manufacturers underestimated the American desire for automobiles, and now
it Is estimated that there will be
purchasers for at least 125,000 ma-- ,
chines.
.

of-ar-

The man who appropriates a coatwould rob a clothes line.

Thanksgiving Sato

Thanks-giving--b-

ut

Bleached Damask,
regular 90c yard. Special.- .- ..
all-Lin-

65c

.

.

--

4

h

72-inc-

h

Linen Satin Damask, reg-- ;
ugular $1.00 yard. Special. .

80c
.

Linen Satin Damask, regular $1.50 value.' Special..

colored..-- ,

85c

i

Co,u,T"

.

of'T' "

Napkins; regular
Special, dor. 95c

.

4

50c

$2.09
$3.50
22x22. $2.75

,22x22,
'22x22,

Napkins... $1.45
Napkinv.;t1.90

Napkins. ..f.1.

1,3

22x22, $3.00 Napkins. . .$2.45
v

""""
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Does not Color the Hair

AycKs Hair Vigor is COmpOSed Of

Sulphur. Glwrin. Quinin. Sodium Chlorld,
Capsicum, Sage, Alcohol, Water, Perfume.

.

Show this to your doctor. Ask him If there is a single injurious ingredient. Ask
him if he thinks Ayer's Hair Vigor, as made from this formula, is the best preo.v
ration you could use for failing hi.ir, or for dandruff. Let him decide. He knows.
'.TIT ""MTIVT. TlwII. Mroq

, ;

A.

606

Las Vegas,

:

& S.
Douglas Ave.

GREAT miLLirJESIV SAL
Going Out of Business
Everything in Stock at Cost

509 Sixth Street
PENNSYLVANIA

DUTCH

SETTLE ON MESA

QUAKERS

The United Land company's excursion this week brought in twenty-on"
prospective homeseekers. They hail
from the states of Wisconsin, Illinois,
Michigan, Ohio and Indiana. Yesterday the homeseekers ware taken out
to tha north end of the mesa, where
they were shown farming land which
this company is selling.
J. Z. Collier of Chicago, who Is in
charge of the party, says that his
company is settling a colony of Penn
sylvania Dutch Quakers on the mesa.
These people are counted the most
thrifty farmers in the world. The
United Land company is disposing of
many farms on the mesa, business on
recent excursions showing a steady
Improvement over that of a year ago,
according to Mr. Collier.
e

--

returned

Romero

Don Marguerite

last evening from El Porvenir, where
he has been spending several days
looking after his copper mine. C The
mine is developing Into a very valu-

able one and Mr. Romero has ten.
men at work In the mine now and
Is taking out some very nice ore. The
ore is of a copper nature and late
specimens show that the percentage
of copper is getting greater at all
times. It begins to look as though
the old prediction that there are rich
mineral deposits in the mountains
Las Vegas and vicinity is
around
true and some great thlnga are expected of Mr. Romero's claim after
further developments have been made.

Women's, Misses' and Children's

Coat Cvjcatcro
Specially Priced

An event offering values out ot the ordinary; prices way below
regular; savings worth coming for. It's spirated sale of immense
stocks of choice New Winter Merchandise and all the year staples
at rare price inducements.
You can better judge the issue by investigating these offeringsValues tell the tale Sale now on.

Bargain.

MINE NEAR EL PORVENIR
BEING RAPIDLY DEVELOPED

"Is your boy getting ahead at colIf a man has a good reputation peo- lege?"
ple want to have a constant cat and
"Yes; a big one." Boston Trans
aog right about 4t
cript.

Specially Priced

"

.

Just received a shipment of these goods that should have
been here two weeks ago, but on account of the
great demand for these goods, the manufacturer was unable
to ship
ours any sooner.
You will find a splendid lot at reduced
prices.
$6.00 Auto Coat Sweater.

0 WaiolS

Hundreds of them all fresh and charming. Simple yet effective
styles; for really insignificant prices. We have provided a table,
placed it in a convenient place marked each waist assorted the
waist buying opporsizes, making choosing easy. An
tunity, which leaves no excuse for a shortage in your waist supply.
Waists
Waists
Waists
$2.00 Waists
$2.50 Waists
$1.25
$1.50
$1.75

.

.,

.i....

98c
$1.10
$1.35
$1.49

Waists
Waists
$4.00 Waists
$5.00 Waists

....$1.89

$6.50 Waisfcj

$3.00
$3.50

Special
.....$4.85
$4.90 Coat Sweaters, cardinal, white and Oxford
$3.48

$3.00

Coat Sweaters....

$2.50

Coat

$2.00

Misses' Coat Sweat-

ers

$25

Sweaters.... $1.98

,..

$1.35

Towels
15c Towels
171-2- c
Towela
20c Towela
25c Towels ...
30c Towels . .

22x22, $3.50

in Children's, and r.llsses' Hats

....$2.98

Manufacturers Samples all in good condition a large" and
varied assortment from which to select all made for the
present season's selling, red hats, blue, grey, white, brown,
tan, trimmed in braid or plain.

...$2.78

$3.85
$4.95

50c Hats

Towels
Towels
Towels
Towels
Towels
Towels

35c
40c
45c
60c
65c
75c

,9c

c

....11c
.14c
.16c
.18c
.23c

'M'

... Jor Quality;
store
I

--

,..l Ml.,,

V

22x22, $1.00
22x22, $4.50 Napkins'. . .$3.75

....

.,39c

$1.00

Hats ..4.
..45c
75? fiats . A ..j.t.V.'.SOc

$1.25

65c

..27c
,.32c
..36c
,.430
.50c
.63c

....

V

:,'"''

'.

':'

c-

K'V-...- .

$1.50

Hats
Hats.
Hats

.

E. Las Vegas.

-

n.m.

..65c

.,75o
...95c

Clcn'o Underwear
A oiue uerDy noooed Lrarment, very elastic, rib- nn
bed an,kle and puffs, 50c value. Special, trarment 0
Cooper's Spring Needle, ecru color, xeinforced'seamst double
seat arawers, very elastic good and strong,
IM
iI.UU
sold all over at $1.25. Special...'.
'

$2.75

Napkins...
Napkins... $3.40

A BARGAIN

)

....$20

TOWELS

The
11.20 doa.

J. Tavipert.
P. Watch Inspec tor
T.

Jeweler and Optician

'

;

1

h

"Vnplete line,

R.

'

1

12

:

,U
A

We

this Chin, 'at

very reasonable prices, j
desirable pieces
;
we have also added a number
of Lenox China to our stock both in decorated
and blank pieces for hand painting.

.

Linen, Hucks, Satin Damask and Turkish new stock.

$1.25

Special

SSFTmiS'

-

1,'

Special.

65c Linen Damask,

whS

--

.$1.00
n

value.

its ArtistJr

by

all-arou-

".

Linen Satin Damask, reg-- :
ular $1.25 value. Special..

72-in-

VSSwK.

tu. hnt!ful and ornamental.'
of

(Mar-tine-

Greenler Just a plain old "vag." Both
were found sleeping off a jag in a
vacant house and arrested on the
complaint ot the owner of the house.
Martinez was still "laboring", while
Greenler had recovered enough to be
sober. Both were fined $5 and costs,
In regard to the matter of the
but the fine was remitted. Both paid
change made-- in the Justice of the the costs and were allowed to roam
Peace In precinct No. 3 and No. 5,
at will again.
Trinidad Sena succeeded Don Pablo
Ulibarrl as town magistrate, but hot
Tha Rev. Edgar C. Anderson, the
as justice of the "peace of precinct new
pastor of the Methodist church, is
Mr.
Ulibarrl
No. 3, which position
to give an address at the Young
will hold for over a year yet Mr. going
Men's Christian association
tomor
the
of
as
Justice
peace
Sena continues
row afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. The
cases
in precinct No. 5 and all town
meeting will be for men, and will
coming up in the next five months be conducted by Prof. J. S. Hofer. Sec
him.
will be heard before
retary Fitzslmmons says he is trying
"
hard to make tha Sunday afternoon
News has reached the city to the meetings attractive and profitable. He
effect that Charlie Rathburn, who was ' has 8ent special announcements of to-well known in Las Vegas, passed morrow's meeting to a selected list
away In El Paso yesterday morning of names. All men are invited to turn
of tuberculosis. Mr. Rathburn will be out and hear Rev. Anderson. '
remembered in this city as the young
man who was euch a ' favorite here
Mrs. Anna Myers, the noted philon the local base ball team some
worker, who Is in Las Veanthropic
years ago,, playing the position of
Mi1 hgfla TTIo romafna will ha hplrf gas in the interests of the Jewish
Siety of Den-e- d
at El Paso untliis father is locat-- ver- fil,ed
th
pu,lplt
nlg5S
lathe east and instrnctiong given
af
e
as to where burial will take place. ,rviceat
occasion to outline the
'
'
i nature
of her visit here at this time
to
Miss Jeanette,,, her addre88
Complimentary
,ck,
ht her
Danzlger, one of the coming brides,
t0 a reailzation of her
Mrs. Charles Kohn and the Misses; ngregatlon
benevolence. Mr3
Myers is
Kohn, entertained most beautifully h t
,a
d
k
hef
n
Tncrooriav aflarnnntl url h
linnn
ain hre nntil nwt Tuesday. Al- shower, at the Kohn residence on
18
Ninth street. The affair was one
the prettiest arranged social events eu
of the season, the decorations being all i
"I must warn you, dearest," he
in white. The shower took place while
the guests were being served with said, "that after we are married you
refreshments, a pretty white ribbon will very likely find me arbitrary and
leading to the place of each guest from dictorial in manner."
a large white bell suspended over the
"No matter," she replied, cheerful-table- ,
and during the repast the guests ly, "I won't pay the slightest atten-pultathe ribbons and many very tion to what you say." Presbyterian
beautiful pieces of linen showered Standard.

,

72-inc-

:

- tnm nrnved

.

s3

day and accepted a position with' the
Boston Clothing company, vice tleo
von Sondergard, who was called to
Chicago recently on account of the
serious illness of his sister.

s

she seldom associates fine Linens with such
low
prices as we have marked them in this
amazingly
Thanksgiving Sale. We show beautiful new patterns in
Table Cloths, FleurDe Lis, Polka Dot, Rose, Carnation, and
plain centers. Napkins to match. Prices follow:

'

X S.
-

Scaoonauio Merchandise

Thanksgiving and snowy white Linens are as inseparable as
the Thanksgiving: Dinner and the big: Turkey Gobbler. Every
good housekeeper associates NEW Linens with

72-in- ch

Pickard China

bf

Fresh Beautiful Linens
In

e.

'..

UP GOES THE AUTO.

....$2.00
...

NEWS

s
(&eorge Greenler and Rubel
.. Jay Blake, who has for some imj
D.
were
brought
pre
Judge
been connected, wiU t the e Colorado
R. Murray, this afternoon. Martinez
Supply company, with' headquarjterfc on the
tnarge of Telng drunk and
In Denver, arrived in the city yester-

-r

Weekly

down on the

20, 1909.

bride-to-bAmong thos
present besides Mrs. Kohn and the
Misses Kohn, were the Misses Hanna
Arrangements are already being Freldmna, Minnie Cellars, Lucy Rosen-- !
made by the East Side Fire depart- thai, Clara Goldsmith, Lillian Colement for the grand ball which they man, Clara Helneman and the
guest
will give in the Duncan opera house ot honor, Miss Danzlger.
31.
on the night of December

oy.

One year
Six Months

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

Sale of Boys' Suits i
Sale of Boys' Underwear.,
Sale of Men's

t

Shirts.

..

LA8 VEGA3 DAILY OPTIC.

Colgan Furniture company of that
city. ;
Manuel Borrego, of Chacon, N. M.,
was in the city, today.
Jack Adams was in the city today
from his mountain home at Hermit's

Trustworthy
methods faring the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad-- ,.
ing with us. While

EQiWrkiiig'.for.a

lodge.

:t

rantee that.

CO.
'

Telephone Main 3

,

,

busi- -,

DRUG

,

Juan A. Gonzales, farm and cattle
man of Las Fuertes, was .here; today
, 4'
transacting business.

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

PERSONALS
Joe Chene drove out to Ocate this
'morning on . a business trip.
H. ,W. Garberson was In the city
today from his home at Hermit's
,;
lodge.
Mrs. Sara Harrington,
Columbus,
Ohio, is a lata arrival at the New Optic hotel.
deAttorney George' H. Hunker
parted this afternoon for Rowe, N. M.
whither he goes on legal business.
E. Raymond registers at the Central hotel from Denver, Colo., being
a late arrival yesteraay afternoon.
Hon. T. B. Catron of Santa Fe, who
had been tn the city for several days,
left yesterday for Kansas City and
Denver.
George Esoya, Is a recent arrival in
the city from New York and is on a
visit to his sister, Miss Esoya, of the
Meadow City.
Leon and Renlto Nelson were in
the city today from thefr home in
Anton Chico, purchasing supplies from
the local dealers.
Daniel Goldstine, Chicago, 111., and
D. P. Bland of Albuquerque, N. M., are
recent arrivals in th city, registering
at the El Dorado.
Mrs. Mayme Wright, who has been
in the city for the past week from the
Harvey mountain resort, returned thle
V
morning to that place.
Lee Anderson, bookkeeper for Gross,
Kelley & Co. at Tucumcari, N. M., is
a visitor in the city. Mr. Anderson is
enjoying his annual vacation.
John Florence who has been acting as court crier at the present term
of the U. S. district court, has returned to hia home at, La Cueva, N. M.
I C. Witten and Walter Hoke left
this afternsbon for the vicinity of
Harvey's, where they go on a turkey
hunt They will be absent from the
'
city until Monday.
J. Ford, a wealthy land owner of
South Dakota, is in the city looking
at some of the choice farm
land in this vicinity. Mr. Ford is a
guest at the El Dorado hotel.
Sheriff Cleofes Romero and son,
Joe, returned this morning from the
Canyon Largo country where Sheriff
Romero had been to subpoena witnesses for the territorial courts.
S. E. Busser, superlntedent of the
reading room service of the Santa
Fe, passed through the city last night
from his headquarters in Topeka,
Kans., en route to Los Angeles.
NewDeputy U, S. Marshal C. E
comer and James H. Smith departed
last "night for their homes in Albudisquerque, the present term of the
trict court here" having adjourned.
Earl Herzogg departed this after
nsoon for Los Angeies, wnerw ue 5
to accept a position with the Neil
'

--

will be at 618 DOUGLAS for
a few days to demostrate and
;
fit the latest
,

iloycn-i-
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Eugene and Edward Lujan depart 9
this afternoon for, Los; Angeies, where
they will remaln'forv eome time.
"Doc". Ettling and "Buch" Jones
leave tomorrow morning for La Cueva,
where, they will dip a bunch of
bucks. '
Simon Urioste, who is a large land
owner in the vicinity of La Llendre,
was a visitor in the city today on
tax business.
Pablo' Archibeque of Los Tusa's,
where he owns a nice little homestead, was in town town attending
to tax payments.
Cruz Duran from the Upper Roci-ad- a
country, farmer, cattle owner and
tax payer, visited the" Meadow City
today to settle up his tax matters.
a
Modesto Aragon of Gonzales
prosperous sheepman, was visiting
the' city today on business and provisioning his ranch for the winter.
W. F. Florence, Denver, Colo.; Chaa.
Wright, Albuquerque, N. M.; J. K.
Koonz and J. M. Connall, Topeka,
Kan., and L. A. Reed, Denver, Colo.,
register at the Castaneda as late ar
,
rivals.
Mrs. W. B. MIntor. Silver City. N.
M.; Mrs. Eva A. Shephard, Denver,
Colo
F. L. Florea and family, Mil
ton, Ind., and C. H. Smith, Libertyvtlle, 111., are recent arlvals at La
Pension hotel.
J. G. Foot, representing Lord & Taylor, one of the largest wholesale and
retail houses in the United States,
who has been in the city for the past
few days, left on the California lim
ited this morulng for southern points.
F. M. Stanley, U. S.. immigration
Inspector, left on a lale ; train last
night for Albuquerque from which
point he will go to Willard, N. M.,
on some special work in the interest
of the immigration service.
Mrs. N. H. Cramer arrived in the
city this afternoon from El Paso,
Tex., on a visit to her husband, Con
ductor N. H. Cramer. Mrs. Cramer
will depart Monday for Florida, where
she owns a large pineapple planta
tion.
Don Eugenio Romero, treasurer and
collector of San Miguel county, left
on the California limited this morning
for Albuquerque. From that city he
will go to Santa Fe, thence to Es- tancia, where he has extensive lumber
interests.
Wm. and "Butch" Jones returned
last evening from a trip over the
southern part Of the county, having
been absent from the city for several
days. ,Th-- - Jones Brothers have been
various
parts
dipping bucks in
of the neighboring country.
Mrs. J. B. Floyd and two daughters. Misses Marguerite and Virginia,
departed last evening on belated No.
9 for San Marclal, where Mrs. Floyd
goes to visit with her daughter, Mrs
Geo. W. Graham, who was formerly
Miss Bessie Floyd of this city.
W. H. Comstock, the mesa farm
er, will leave tonight for an extend
ed trip to Newton, Kans., and Chi
cago. Mr. Comstock is now engaged
in bringing a colony of farmers to
New Mexico and will locate them on
the mesa lands. Already he has about
twenty families interested in lands
near Las Vegas.
,
T. C. Eash, a prominent farmer from
LaGrange county, Indiana, who had
been spending several days in Las
Vegas, Investigating the mesa lands,
excursion
with tha Gaylor-Keife- r
party, returned to his home in north
era Indiana, on No. 10 today. He was
hieMv nleased with the climate of
New Mexico, and the crops raised on

Mrs; Rizer,
Expert Corsetiere

.Little Prices

lg Store;
OPPOSITE
-M

PIVB

an Miguel Nationa IBank
3100.C00.00 of aseffas
CJ

VJ
FURNITURE CO.

"

20, 1909.
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w.fwB wave i peen
working for a reputation; we have gain
ed it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us(is a satisfactory deal we guaWINTERS

.'

ft

.SPECIALO

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

-.

Aii-.-

M CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vies PrMldanC

J.

35o For the 50c Hodges Fibre
Carpets. Only at

having: a full line for any style
or figure.

'

Also the'Orasteroespecial- ly adapted for the new princess;
;v.
gown. -

Invites the ladies to call or by appointment will meet theadies
Pension.
at their home or 'at the parlors of the La

.'''

D.'T.

HOSKINS,

F. B. JANUARY,

Caihlr.

'Ant

Caahlar.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

THE ROSENTHAL

48o

For the 75c square yard
Printed Linoleum. Only at

THE INSIDE WORKINGS
of your mind isn't more active than the "inside' workings of
this bank.
THE ACTIVITY OF MONET GROWING THROUGH
"
INTEREST

THE ROSENTHAL

$1350
nma
worth--

$4.48

For

100-pie- ce

Austrain

uinner sets,

0

For $7.50 Dinner Sets
Only at

THE ROSENTHAL
AH

One-Fift-

For Smith's Axmins-te- r
t
seamless Rugs
worth $35.00. Only at

0J
O

OFF1CK WITH

Off.

9xl2-fee-

0
0

O

Las Vegas Savings Bank 0

Haviland Open Stock Dinner
h
Warp Patterns at

$22.25

i

'

Bank your sayings here and get rich.

0
0
0
0
v.

is a Wonderful thing in itself. That's what happens it,
though, when you
BEGIN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AT THIS SAVINGS BANK

$17.50

.

t

'

Sein Miguel Na.tiorva.1 Dank.

$&&

0 0 00000000000OOC

0000

JABKETBEFORTS.

Automobile, Carrions, Wagon

Call money, all
nominal. Prime mercantile
2
per cent. ' ' Mexican dol-

-

New York, Nov. 20.

money
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
fHE BIQ STORE LITTLE PRICES paper,43c.
lars,
e
the mesa lands. Mr. Eash is an
Wool un
St. Louis, Nov. 20.
friend of W. E. Gortner ot this
changed. Territory and western me
city.
diums, 24 29c; fine mediums, 2226c;
Mrs. Mollie Schmidt left this after fine, 1420c.
noon for Ro8well. She will be absent
from the city a few days attending to
New York, Nov. 20. Lead duM,
business matters.
?4.37
Copper dull, standD. T. Hoskins and Attorney W. G. ard spot, f 13.2550; December, $13.35
65. Silver, 50
Haydon departed on a late train this
afternoon for Chicago, to be present
at the United States Land and Irriga
New York, Nov. 20. Amalgamated,
931-2- ;
tion exposition.
New York
Atchison, 119
Mrs. F. B. January and two chil Central, 1321-4- ;
Southern Pacific,
dren returned this afternoon from an 1291-4- ;
Union Pacific, 202
Steel,
extended trip east. Mrs. January vis 89
perferred, 125
ited while absent from the city Mrs
Nov. 20. Wheat, Dec.
W. K. Etter, her sister, at Welling
Chicago,
$1.08
Corn,
May, $1,051-2- .
ton, Kan.
Oats,
May, 61
Charles Jones, government sheep Dec. 59
Pork, Jan.
inspector for the district of New Dec. 39c; May, 41
Mexico, Coolrado, Arizona and Utah, $20.80; May, $19.90. Lard, Nov. $13.25;
Ribs, Jan. $10,621-2- ;
came up from Albuquerque this af Jan.' $11.92
ternoon and after spending Sunday May, $10.4211-2- .
with his mother, Mrs. F, Meredith ""
Chicago, Nov. 20. Cattle Receipts,
Jones, will return to Albuquerque
3,00(1; market
Beeves, $4.00
again.
; Hobart
Smith and Rene ' Plncetl, 9.23, Texas eers, $3.254.75;-westersteers, M.2f 7 50; stockers and
who have been looking after the Norde?dcrs,
$3.155.30;' cows and heifers,
haus lodge at Trout Springs for the
past, month,' have returned to the $2.105.70; calves, $6.258.75.
Hogs Receipts,' 10,000; market
here if
city and will probably locate
v
positions are available. These two steady. Light, $7.608.05; mixed,
young men have been in Las Vegas $7.708.20; heavy, $7.708.25; rough,
and vicinity for the past three months $7.707.90; good to choice heavy,
and both hail from Chicago. They are $7.908.25; pigs, $6.257.70; bulk of
sales, $7.958.15.
registered at the New Optic hotel.
'
2,00i; market
Sheep Receipts',
Mrs., Fred H. Smitn, Jr., was at the
depot this morning on the arrival of steady. Native, $2.905.10; western,
$5.256.50;
the California limited, to meet her $3.005.10; yearlings,
mother, Mrs. Gene Maxwell Slnck of lambs, ' native, $1.757.50; western,
New York City, who is just returning $5.75.
east from, a several months' visit to
Kansas City, Nov. 20. Cattle ReSeattle and important cities' on the
3,000, including 1,000 southceipts,
Pacific coast. Mrs. Sinck will be the
erns ; market steady. Native steers,
guest of her daughter in this city for
a short time and upon her departure $4.808.50; southern steers, $3.40
for New York City, will be accom 5.25; southern cows, $2.754.00; na
tive cows and heifers, $2.256.00;
panied by Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Smith is
the wife of Fred H. Smith, Jri who is stockers and feeders, $3.255.10;
$2.754.10; calves, $3.757.50;
employed as timekeeper by the con bulls,
st' uctors of the new concrete bridge western steers, $4.005.75; western
which is ' to span . the Gallinas at cows, $2.754.50.
market
5,000;
Hogs Receipts,
Pridge street.
steady. Bulk of sales, $7.708.10;
heavy, $8.008.15; stockers and butch
FEMALE EXTORTIONIST
ers, $8.15; light, $7.408.00; pigs,
CONVICTED AT DENVER

55

and sign

1--

it

L

old-tim-

423 Grand Ave. Over Loronxmn'm

Uaimmith Shop

c.

7--

3--

Tlte STAR

MEAT MARKET

WINTER IS CLOSE AT

8

c.

.

$6.507.25.

Denver, Nov. 20. Mrs. , Allen
Read, who a year ago attempted
extort $100,000 from Mrs. Genevieve
Chandler Phlpps, by threatening to
kill her with dynamite, was found
guilty this morning on the charge of
assault to commit larceny. The pen
alty is imprisonment from one to
fourteen years. The Jury was out
eighteen hours. Sentence was deferr
ed pending application for a new trial
and a 10 days' stay of execution grant
ed. Ball was refused until this motion
is passed upon. The case has attract
ed wide attention on account of the
prominence of the people Involved. It
was set up by the counsel for Mrs,
Read that she was insane and it wm
shown that she was a. victim of the
'
morphine habit

-

market
2,000;
Sheep Receipts,
steady. Muttons, $4.255.50; lambs,
$6.007.50; range wethers and year
lings, $4.406.60; range ewes, $3.1

Will have In a nice stock of
Ducks, Geese and
Tnrkeys,
Chickens, in time for the Thanksgiving trade.
Take a look at them, and at
the same time, take a look at the
new machine, and see how nice
it slices . your baoon, lunch
.
ham, eto.
FROM THE
USE OF MILK BOTTLES

NO DANGER

HAND
The calendar says so and the
long evenings comfirm it
i

Hut tnat shouldn t make any
one feel sad. Think of the eas
.

chair and the cheery fire. '

t
What morepleasant?
,
We have the chair-deeyield
and
ing, restful,
Chairs for every conceivable purpose, for any room in the house.
Also the cheerful stove, of quality

his bottles. Every bottle is thorough
ly sterilized with steam by the use
of a sterilizing oven, manufactured
for that purpose. All milk bottles are
placed in this air tight oven,
steam turned on and they are heat
ed to the boiling point temperature
for one half hour or more. Geyer al
so keeps a' tested dairy herd.
The above statement of facts are

correct
J. P. GEYER.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 13th day of November, A. D.,
1909.

FRANK B. JANUARY,
Notary Public,

(Seal.)

p,

care-forgetti-

and

at reasonable

durability,
,

price.
You may pay lJust about any
price you like, b t you CAN'T
-

pay more than you ought
We are waiting for you to call
and ask questions.
'v
',' .

:j

'

J.

C, JOHNSEN & SON
623 DOUGLAS

FREE!

FREEI

AVE.

FREE1

-

STABBING AFFRAY AT
LA CUEVA EXAGGERATED

MADAME

MACE. CLAIRVOYANT

THE
HYGEJAiCE
FROM

MADE

.

PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES

i

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs.

;20c

30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

" f'
"

50 to 200 lbs.
ence, was not as serious as at first
;
reported; also that Mazanares, not
Less than 50 lbs. "r'f
,
.
Florence was the aggressor and pro
voked the fight, which resulted in the
&
former being wounded. The wound3
Phone Main 227
of Mazanares, however, were slight
and he apparently suffered no 111 effects as a result of the encounter
.
with Florence-The trouble all came about as a
result of the selling of liquor to
minors, which 4 said to be common
c'r"rpractice in many of the outlying dlsi
'
trlcts of Mora county.
Florence only recently
returned
the finest bear la the Southwest.
L
. We are now making
All Aboard for Harvey's I
from California, and has been work3 tons for either ke
Carriage goes out Saturday morn ing on his father's ranch at La home industry aod telephone your or
ing, returns following Friday. Lear Cueva He was here today and will tottlebeer.
f
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown leave tonight for Denver, where he
V
"
PHONE MAIN 67
has secured a good position.
,
Trading Co's.

has yet been named to Governor Curry
of New Mexico, but another conference was scheduled for today between
President Taft, Mr.' Hitchcock and National Committeeman Solomon Luna,
at which some decision- - may be
reached. '
It is understood that whoever the
new governor may bo, woYernor.Currx.
will remain in office until March 1.
Mr. Luna --4s urging Itle'" appointment
of. Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa'
as the Choice of the New Mexico repur
'
lieans.Y
-

:

.1

Madame Mace, clairvoyant astrolo- gist and psyChometrlst
during her
In thanksgiving for many blessings stay In Las Vegas will be found at
IN
NOT
MERGER
bestowed upon me during tha year, 1 El Dorado Hotel, room 25. Can be enwill devote every Thursday free to gaged for evening entertainments.
people desiring readings Also every Receives on Sunday.
(Continued From Page 1.),
Tuesday evening I will hold a tree
ever before. We have waited until healing mental concentration circle
The time we can have faith In dis
this matter had simmered down so at El Dorado Hotel, room 25, from agreeable treatment is when we are
that we could make one statement 7:30 to p. m. Phone Main 423.
dosing somebody else with It
covering the whole subject. As was
stated several weeks ago, competition
will continue,, and It will be real competition, the same as heretofore."
5.25.

,

;

CRYSTAL ICE CO

,

VI

.

It Is generally known and always
has been understood that J. P. Gey-e- r
does and always has run a sani
tary dairy, but he wishes to impress
upon the minds of hia customers that
there Is absolutely no danger of contracting any disease by the use of

Late developments show that the
GOVERNORSHIP
WAS
TO BE DECIDED TODAY stabbing affray at La Cueva Friday
night of last week, in which Miguel
Washington, Nov. 20. No successor Mazanares was stabbed by Joe Flor-

Corset;

v.'stn (

0
0
'0
0
0
0
0
0

McGufre

Webb

A. H. Rein gmeborj Brewing Cc
of LaLSVegas. '.v';
.

v-

.

f

-

X

-

I

six

'

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

i

j

r

the pessimist at times,
Because in gloom he glories;
But here's a boost he never tries
To tell us funny stories.
Puck
-

"What is hauteur!'
"That's what some salesladies display when you ask to see something
Evening
Philadelphia
cheaper."
Bulletin.

Ozjy Hoiv a Good Asoortmoai

TRADING

The pugilist must demonstrate
Before he 6 tarts a fight
By long and arduous debate
That both his lungs are right
Washington Star.

I'll.

'

script

Jlefp Wanted, Etc.

,

mil nvnn

mm

WANTED Position as stenographer;
experienced; can give references.
'
Phone Vegas 397.
WANTED Plain sewing. Mrs. Lane,
909

a iuw
AM mUIKLUM
i

am

w

J

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle,

avenue- -

Jackson

i
pastor.
""vv..; 4.SUU A.. guou gin lur generali
First mass at 7 a. m.; second
mass at 10 a. m.
Sunday school in
yMmaework. Mrs. W. Q. y,Haydon,
' '
English and Spanish at 3 p. m., in
' 1108 Seventh street.
;'
Spanish at 1:30 p. m. Rosary and
I
benediction of the blessed sacrament
WANTED Table boarders at 712 at 7:30 p. m.
Fifth street Phone Purple 5112.
Catechism for ' English speaking
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms. children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speakMEN
LEARN BARBER- TRADE
ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
Short time
required; graduates on Saturday at 9 a. m. t
earn 112 to $30 week . Moler Barber college, Los Angeles.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS, Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor,
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
8 a. m.
Sermon in English for the
children. ' Hymng rendered by th
FOR SALE One medium sized base children under the direction of
the
burner, in good condition, ?3.
Third mass at
Sisters of Loretto.
10 a. m. Sermon in Spanish. Masses
1026 Fifth street ;
in Gregorian chant or In music,
FOR SALE One driving mare, buck-boar- d rendered by a choir of mixed voices.
At 7 p. m., vespers and benediction.
and harness; one mare, colt,
18 months old; cheap if taken at
once. Address Postmaster, Onava,
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE SOCIETY.
Regular services every Sunday mornt:,.N. M.
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evenFOR SALE One hard and one soft ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
coal burner, good as new. Inquire Pioneer building. All are welcome.
Optic office. ' ,
IVtIST CHURCH Main avenue
wool portieres, never and"Wfcfa street O. L. Bishop; pastor.
R SALE-fASunday school 9:45 a. tn. Preachused; blankets and comfortables
'
ing .11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. B. Y. P. TJ.
712 Fifth street
6:30 p. m. Good singing, special music.
You are cordially invited to attend
FOR BALE Stamping done and art these services The house will be
needlework materials. 712 Fifth comfortable.
M

J

,

-

'

For Sato

En-qui-

.

A

U

street '
CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN
FORS ALE Legal blanks of all de Eighth street, between Lincoln and

scriptions. Notary seals and records Douglas. Meade Ervin Dutt, minister.
at The Optic office.
No Sunday school tomorrow.
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op-tiCommunion service and sermon at
office, 10 cents a bundle.
11 oclock by Dr. B. S. Gowen.
g'

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
1

FOR . RENT One nicely furnished
front toom with all modern con-.- .
venlences, flrei place and privilege
of bath. 909 Fifth street
FUR RENT
i025 Third

st

house and bath.
F. B. January.

avenue and Tenth street
Morning worshin and sermon at 11
o'clock. Bible study and
Sunday
school session at 9:45, a. m. Young
People's society at 7 p. m. The church
extends a, hearty Invitation to all
people. Strangers and sojourners in
the city especially welcomed.

FIRST METHODIST-EPISCOPAJFOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
cor,
all modern conveniences. 80S Main church, E. C. Anderson, pastor,
Eighth Street and National avenue.
.
street
Morning preaching service at 11 a.
m. Subject of sermon, "Life in the
For Rent Nicely furnished' houseAltitudes."
keeping rooms. Electric light bath, Higher
Evening preaching service at 7:30
etc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth
o'clock. Subject of sermon, "Charactstreet
er Building."
There will be no Sunday school or
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
4
with or without board. Mrs. C. P. League services until further anHammond, V14 Main. Phone Purple nouncement
",'6242.
A cordial invitation is extended to
all.
FOR RENT Store room,. No. 618
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Sixth street; Inquire W. B. Bunker,
Rev. J. ( S. Moore, Rector. 716
Na
FOR RENT Nice front .room, or tional avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Sunday next before Advent, Novemdouble room. Either light housekeep
ber 21, 1909.
room
or
board.
with,
Inquire
ing
There will be no Sunday school to
i
across from court house.
morrow.
Services in church: Holy Com
FOR RENT Finely fusnlshed room,
munion
at 7:30; morning prayer and
GenClose
in.
bath, furnace heat.
sermon at 11 a. m.
tleman only. Inquire Optic.
Thursday, Thansksgiving day, Holy
Communion and sermon at 10:30 a.
L

-

-

.

Miscellaneous

m.

i

Offerings of fruit, groceries and
VERY good table board, also comfort- anything you have to offer may be
ably furnished room3, with or with- presented . at this service.
out board. Mrs. Grimm, 614 Coram-This church is open daily for pri'
bla ave.
vate prayer and meditation.
.

"

The man who can tret no one to
'5 his bidding wquld make a poor
i u'tloneer.

Young Girls Are Victims
f headache, as well as older women,

all get quick relief and prompt
a from Dr. King's New Life Pills,
i world's best remedy for sick and
rvous headaches. Theymak Dure
l ood, and strong nerves aiist b"'" I n
your health. Try them. 2'.c ,:.t all

,r ni2rtntB.

V-

)

i

(impecunious) But you say
yourself that your father is anxious
to get you oft his hands.
v
She Yes; that's why I don't think
he'll listen to you. Boston TranHe

Phone KlainOS, Bridge Street

--

i

Methodist Minister Recommends
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
holera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
several years ror clarrhoea. I consid
er it the best remedy I have ever tried
for that trouble. I bought, a bottle
of It a few days ago from our drug-tflst Mr. R. R. Brooks. I shall ever
be glad to speak a word in its praise
when I have the opportunity." Rev.
j. u. Knapp, Pastor M. E. church,
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold By all dealers.
A

:

y
Teacher
is pronounced
third, not thoid.
l,
"teacher,
Pupil
the foist time in a long while ye've
hojd me say one'o'them wolds incorrectly. Harper's' Bazaar.
W-wl-

BE MARSHAL

USE

returned to his home town
of Las Vegas and accepted a posi
tion as bookkeeper with L D. de Romero, a general merchant In a short
time he bought an interest in the establishment which is now a large
corporation known as the Romero
Mercantile company. ' '
In 1893 Mr. Romero sold out his
interest In the Romero store andj
went into business with his father,
Don Eugenlo Romero, under the firm
name of Romero & Romero, He was
thus engaged, when In 1897, President
William McKInley appointed him
clerk of the Fourth judicial district,
which position he "lias held continuously since that time, or extending
over a period of twelve years.
Ever since he was 21 years
old, Mr. Romero has taken an active
part in politics, both territorial and
county, being always aligned with
the Grand Old party. He has been a
delegate to every territorial or county convention since reaching his majority. He was elected a delegate to
the Republican national convention
In 1900, which met at Philadelphia,
and 'nominated for the, presidency a
second time, "the martyred president,
William McKInley. Since '1896, Mr.
Romero has been chairman of the
Republican county central committee
of San Miguel county. He has also
been a member of the Republican
territorial central committee since he
became of age. Aside from his great
political victory in November a year
ago, one of his greatest political
achievements was when he defeated
Union party in this
the
county in the memorable campaign of
firm, he

We knock

0.

20, 1909.

(Continued from Page 1)

ABSOBBLtTS

II.

NOVEMBER

I'OULD

Classified lduerti$etiietit$

1

1

SATURDAY,

-

's

'

I'd like to be a boy and plan
1896.
Youth's joys once more; but just
But Mr. Romero has not alone gainthe same
ed fame in politics. In civil life his
d
man
I'd rather be a
record Is just as brilliant It was Mr.
Than mingle in a football game.
who took the leading part
Washington Star. Romero,
in the breaking up of the notorious
"White Caps" who some years ago
Why is it that people sit t h I s
and
terrorized San Miguel county
w a y
northeastern New Mexico. This gang
In the car we miss,
had things at its mercy, until Mr.
And in the car we finally catch
Romero stepped in and at the risk
Are crowdedlikethls?
his life, put an end to its depreda
of
Lippincott's.
tions. This gang stopped at nothing.
"Does your husband enjoy a horse Murder, arson, train robbery, horse
and cattle stealing numbered among
race?"
"No," answered young Mrs. Tork- - its chief vocations. With Mr. Romero
determined
ins. "If he wins he is sorry he didn't at the head of a
g
citizens, who
bet more, and if he loses he is eory band of
were specially
deputized to act-ahe bet at all.' Washington Star.
"
officers for the protection of
Miss Passay What a lively gown the lives and property of persons in
you have on! But haven't I seen it the community this gang was wiped
before?
out of existence in a short time, its
Miss Tartleigh No, I think not members either hung ,or sent to priYou see I've only worn it at very son and peace was once again restorsmart affairs this season. Brooklyn ed in this section and matters have
Life.
remained tranquil since.- Another display of Mr. Romero's courage in the
"What makes you say your husband face of death was given on the night
has no consideration for your wish- of October' 30, 1905, when he capRomaldo Varela,
es" said the emotional actress.
tured, single-hande"He utterly lost his temper," re- an escaped convict who was lying in
plied the opera singer, ''when I told wait just outside of Romero's home,
Romero
As
him I thought it would be nice to to assassinate him.
have a divorce." Exchange.
stepped out of his front dooion that
night, Varela jumped from his hid"I say, Jones, dine with me at the ing place, a Winchester in his hands.
house tonight, will you?"
Romero, never faltered, but quickly
"Certainly, with pleasure. Will your stepping back into the doorway, he
wife expect me?",
from a bed
snatched a
"No, that's the beauty of it, We near the door and dashed outside to
had a quarrel this morning, and I meet the would-b- e assassin. So quick
want to make her mad." Peekskill was the move executed, that Varela
Pallidum.
,
was taken by surprise, and before he
had time to recover, Romero had
She I don't see why you should the revolver pressed to his heart and
hesitate to marry on $3,000 a year. had disarmed Varela. He was escort
Papa says my gowns never cost more ed to the county jail and ater rethan that
turned to the penitentiary to serve
He But my dear, we must have out his sentence. This brief mention
something to eat
will serve to recall this sensational
She (petulantly) Isn't that Just episode to Las Vegans in general, and
like a man. Always thinking of his is cited as one of the manyevidences
stomach. Boston Transcript '
to show that Mr. Romero possesses
the qualifications essential for the
Dejected Youth I would like' to re- active duties of the United States
turn this Engagement ring I purchas- marsh alshlp.
ed here a few days ago.
For three terms, extending up to
Jeweler Didn't it suit the young the
present time, Mr. Romero has
lady?
been mayor of the town of Las VeYes; but another gas. During 'the time he has been at
ejected Youth
young man had already given her one the head of the municipal govern
just like it, and I would like to ex- ment of the town of Las Vegas
change it for a wedding present
he has put the town government on
.
its. feet that Is, has gotten it out of
debt until today it does hot owe one
"
What Would You Do?
cent
In case of a burn or scald what
Columns might be written about
would you do to relieve the pain? Such
Secundino
Romero, but for the present
occur
In
to
are
liable
any
injuries
suffice. In fact, Mr. Ro
should
this
should
be
and
prepeveryone
family
ared . for them. Chamberlain's Salve mero is so widely known, not only in
applied oii a soft cloth will relieve,the San Miguel county, but all over New
pain almost Instantly, and unless the Mexico, that what has already been
Injury is a very severe one,, will cause said is but to recall that which has
the parts to heal without leaving a
been told and written since he began
scar. For sale by all dealers.
to take an
as a boy of twenty-onSome disappearances are less de- active part in official and civil life.
As for the other candidates who
ceptive than' some .appearances.
are seeking the marshalshlp, there
are but two prominently mentioned.
A ScalcKd Boy's Shrieks
horrified his grandmother, Mrs. Maria Thomas S. Hubbell, former sheriff
C.
Taylor, of Nebo, Ky., who writes that of Bernalillo county, and Edward
when all thought he would die, Buck-en'- s Burke, of Santa Fe, a brother of ConArnica Salve wholly cured him. gressman James Francis Burke, of
Infallible for burns, scalds, cuts, corns, Pittsburg, Pa. Both are active candiCures fever sores, dates for the position, but
wounds, bruises.
just now.
boils, skin eruptions, chilblains, chap- all condtlons
Mr. Romero
considered,
Soon
hands.
25c
routs, piles.
ped
af
has what Is believed to be an indisall druggists.
putable advantage.
Whatever the final outcome of the
The pleasure is all yours when the
Mr. Romero will have the
contest
other fellow hands you money.
satisfaction of knowing that his home
and town, were solid for him,
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure county as his
army of friends In evany case of kidney or bladder trouble as well
that is not beyond the reach of medi- ery county and town in New Mexico.
cine. Cures backache and irregularities that if neglected might result In
What becomes of the 2 - cents a
Brlght's disease or diabetes. Red woman saves when she buys a dollar
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer. article for 98 cents?

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

Meeting Emergencies
Cm
4

For the chilly mornings and
and Spring
evenings of early Fall
or the more bitter days of Winter in the house, In the bungalow, any place where heat is
needed in a hurry, the

u

,

r

K

PERFECTION

Heater

Oil

hard-worke-

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

miry meets mo cuiwgwn,
never smoke's never goes
wrong in a class all by itself.
Infinite pains have been taken to make it perfect.

..

,

.

i

Automatic Smokeless Device

Turn the wick high or low there's no smell the automatic smokeless device prevents it no smoke either just
a steady glowing heat.
Requires little care burns nine hours indicator on
brass font shows contents at a glance. The ONE PERFECT Oil Heater. Various styles and finishes.
If Not at Yours, Write for Descriptive Clrealar
to the N canst Agency oi the

Ewrv Dealer Everywhere.

'
.

CONTINENT All OIL COMPANY

........

.(Incorporated)

-

'

:

Tit-Bit- s.

e

Estray Advertisement.
The minute a woman's dresses beNotice is hereby given to whonv It
gin to feel comfortable she knows she
is losing flesh.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up
How's ThlsT
by Apolonio A. Sena, East Las Vegas,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- N. M.
.
ward for any case of Catarrh that
One gray mare, about eight
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh years old, unbranded.
Cure. F, J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo,
Said" animal being unknown to this
Ohio.
unless claimed by owner on
board,
known
have
the
We,
undersigned,
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, or before December 6, '09, said date
and believe him perfectly honorable being ten days after last appearance
in all business transactions and finan- of this advertisement, said
estray
cially able to carry out any obliga- will be sold by this board for the
tions made by his firm. WALDINO, benefit of the owner when found
K1NNAN
& MARVIN,
Wholesale
.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Druggists, Toledo, Ohio.
Albuquerque,, N. M.
Hall's Catarh Cure Is taken InterNov. 16, last pub. Nov. 26, '09.
1st
pub.
the
blood,
nally, acting directly upon
and -- mucous surfaces of the system.
It's a funny thing how the moat
Testimonials sent' free. Price 75c.
vicious person would rather be
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- thought a scoundrel than a fool.
pation.
A Card
Printer' Ink enters largely Into This is to
that all druggists
certify
the composition of the modern hero. are authorized to. refund
your money
if Foley's Honejrand Tar fails t6 cure
PILES! PILE3I PILE8!
your cough or cold. It stops the cough,
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will heals the lungs and prevents serious
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles. results from a cold, prevents pneuIt absorbs the tumors, allays Itching monia and constipation. Contains no
at once, acts as a poultice, gives opiates. The genuine is in a yellow
Refuse substitutes.
Red
Instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile package.
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.
Ointment Is prepared for Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Seld by
A man and his wife have quarrels
druggists, mail 60c and $1.00. Wil- so ehe can tell
everybody they never
liams' Mfg. Co., Props., . Cleveland, do.
;
O. For sale by Center Block Drug. Co.
Her Heart Wat Broken
The privileges desired are what because her complexion was bad
and
the average woman calls her rights. she could find nothlnz to oIaaf if nn
Ladies: a bad complexion Is caused
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs by an Inactive liver. An InacUve livquickly, strengthens the lungs and ex- er will be put in perfect condlUon by
pels colds. Get the genuine la yel- taking Ballard's Herbine. The
low package. Red Cross Drag Co.
liver regulator. Sold by Ceo- .
.
'
.
a;.l O. O. Schaefer.
lci Til
diwr ijcyui jjrug (JO,
To-wl- t:

.

,
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It Is "human nature to act inhu
manly occasionally.

Lots of alleged golden opportunities
wouldn't stand the acid test

No woman can he hamv
without children; it is her
re tojove them as much
s it is the beautiful and
!.
The ordeal through

.

"

p A.A .1.- -. .i..
"Pliant motnef
occ !w
f,,it
.:l"tUKi
tau wcu we uiuugiii
mi, vi mi
mis ner wittl aDorehprnsinn
There s no necessity for the reproduction
of life to be either

mc

LaI5laPAerf
"s;4
iui uiv.

tPJ
u

cuuiiug event, anu

women through the crisis
with but little suffering.
Book containing Information of rahie
to aU expectant mothers mailed free.

BKADFIELD REGULATOR OO.
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LAB VEGAS
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:

DAILY OPTIC.

SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

U,

20, 1909.'

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND
CIJFE POKER GIVES SADNESS
Short Order and Regular Dinners

.

THE BEST ftnnns rTmTxT .

,

v

Poor Light, Bad Air, Crowded Rooms!

,

Contribute To Spread of Disease.

.

AT

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY

SXVCN

PRICE OF

1

At a meeting in Washington, attended by leading educators and reprebad air,
poor tight' and crowded rooms in many schools and factories contributed
largely tothe spread of consumption. Samuel Gompers, as President of'
the American Federation of Labor, maintained that by causing a reduction
fri the hours of labor, and securing higher wages, which made it
possible to
provide better sustenance, the Federation had done much to assist In the
work
of stamping out the disease.
great
While much has been accomplished in the fight against consumption, it
is necessary for each individual to take every precaution against contracting the disease. Coughs and colds are a prolific source, and mutt not be
neglected. A simple, Inexpensive and effective remedy Is made by mixing
e
two ounces of Glycerine, a
of Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure
ana eignt ounces of pure Whiskyj . A teaspoonful, four times a day, w(i
nours ana cure any cough that fax
up a coio in tweniy-rou- r
usuany urea
curable. This formula Is frequently prescribed and is highly recommended' by
the Leach Chemical Co, of Cincinnati, who prepare the genujne Virgin Oil
,
of Pine compound pure.
' '

sentatives. of workingmen, the sentiment was unanimous that the

J

down, having all my casn In the pot it
(New York Herald.)
They were Swapping poker stories wus put on the side. The pot before
CHAPMAN LODGE NO
of the good old days In California
that bet amounted to $13,250, and un
2, A. F. & A.
PHYSICIAN3
I bettered my hand I knew it wus
less
the
California
before
the
and
fire
M.
Regular comlaid its great metropolis the tall timbers fur me. The second
earthquake
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication vflrstand
in ashes and robbed it forever of its sport, who drawed two keerds, look at
ThurRdn
m
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
'tet'C'& third
distinction, according to Robert Louis his hand and throws it into tha das- Stevenson, of being the most cosmo- card. The young chap looks at his
each month. Vlsiiing
Office, Chafln's 'Livery Stable, Phone
politan
city in the world. They were hand and raises the opener the limit
brothers
"
cordially
Main 1.
seated in the vestibule of the Hotel It wus called, and by What time I had
United. Geo. H. Kinkel. W. M., chas.
Calls answered day or night
Astor talking, one a lawyer from the skinned down my hand and finds the
H-Sporleder, Secretary.
me in the eye. In
Golden state, another a cattleman case 10
I takes in thy center
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
from Nevada and the third" a nonde- the show-dowIAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 8.
script, but still a gentleman, who ap pot and the young chap wins tha side- Knights Templar. Regular
v DENTIST
bets, amountin' to $4,000. He drawed
peared to have seen better days.
m
conclave second Tuesday in puts 4, Crockett Building.
Has
"Talk about poker as it used to be the case ace and makes a ace full
each month at Masonic
played on the Pacific coast when against the opener's queen full."
phones at office and residence.
"That was lucky for the . young
Lucky Baldwin was in his prime," reTempi. 7:30 p. m. John S. Clark.
attorney called and I put In all I had, i Hoax "I understand you are going
remarked the lawyer.
marked
as
a
the
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
at
he
chap,"
lawyer,
pulled
LORD. DENTIST
or so.
to marry Miss Antique." Joax "Huh!
"Naw!" answered tha cattleman. ."It $2,000 looked
long, black cigar. "You don't see the
"
said the cattle I'd like to. catch myself." Hoax
"It
good,"
ML Williams.)
B.
Dr.
to
could
him
wus
fur
that
(Successor
more
wust
dwinthe
because it has
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY- game any
thing
man.
.
If
better..
"Well,
..you
dont
you'd
tWo-bdled down to a
limit, and I hold have happened. He got to plungin'
al Arch Masons.
For the time being, yes," answered catch yourself she will."
Regula Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
a limit
like shak- ag'in my aces up and threes. To make tha
convocation firat Monday in
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone that dice. Thegame is Just
lawyer, ruefully. 'You see, the
won
I
a
man
that
$26,000
luckiest
long story short,
ing
wins, and
was calling my bet with the re-each month at Masonic
judge
Main 57.
Croup Cured and a Child's Life Saved
science is no element in- the proceed night, and if it had been table stakes !
ne was sorry ,i was oui.ot
mam
M. R.
.mai
t Ai.vaua m- - felt' f ;uau
Temple, 7:30 o. m,
O.UUj
ings, as it was In the old days when woufd have gone broke, as on two oc- funds and was
for the at- my testimony to that of the thousands
it
boosting
Williams, H, P., Chat. H.
a
I
full
and
was
casions
had
the
limit
the
beaten,
king
sky and the desire
ATT0RNEY8
s benefit when the table who have been benefited by Chamber- Bpor.eder, Secretary.
of the players to call any bet that but for the limit my hull pile would torney
rocked, thewalls began to rock, the aln s Cough Remedy. My child. An
of
center
the
table.
to
have
the
be
made."
gone
might
HUNKER
GEORGE H.
chandelier swung viciously, and the drew, when only three ears old, was
EL DOHA DO LODGE NO. 1
Sure, that's right," mused the non- - Sometimes a limit game has Its adbuilding
appeared about to collapse. tak.en w,th a evereTOmattack of croup,Attorney at Law
Chamdescriptgentleman as he rolled a ciga- vantages, asI have pointed out."
t0
an
was
It
earthquake, the most violent
RnlshU Qt Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New rette and
The lawyer remarked that he had
life, was
lighted it. "Poker has been
Remedy
tremor
since
to
meet every Hooter
and
1868,
were
we
say
jBaved and t0Kday he
Mexico.
robust and
shamefully debased by pikers who de a similar experience once in a game in
in
Castle
would be putting it mildly. I'healthr bov" aava Mra.A. Cov ir
' evening
mand a limit. It's no longer a test of San Francisco. "But," ha added, "I'm Ialarmed
HftU. Visiting Knibts
laid down my hand and rushed out' of 8an Antonio, Texas; This remedy
are cordially invited.
The average man Is so unfair he nerves, grit pr Judgment, based upon going o tell you how an earthquake of the room to find out the trouble.
has been in use for many years.
once
if
cost
me
to
I. F. HAVENS.
a
care
$5,000,
scientific
observation of men and
you
Won't even give a sermon the credit
Thousands of mothers keep It at hand,
'I
of
the
thought
my
hand,"
said.
Chancellor Command of
na never been known to
having helped him. to take a nice things, but merely a succession of show listen."
?'and I returned to tha card- - ana
er.
downs and the best hand wins." .
"Sure," said the cattleman, taking lawyer.
nap.
room
found the players dealing For sale by all dealers.
and
C. M. BERNHARD,
The cattleman, laughed quietly. "I, another chew of finecut
cards. The Judge was stackine un
Keeper of Record and
This was in a
ain't
game at the
The longer people live in a fla
quite agreein' with you chaps,"
Seal.
In his pile, and tuen it dawned
A Religious Author's Statement
he remarked, as he took a handful of Pacific Union club,' went on the law- money
the more they deserve "to! have
me
in
that laying down my hand
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salis fins-cand stowed it away between yer. "I had a trifle more than $5,000 upon
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL bury, N. C, who is the author of eev
I had forfeited all interest in the pot taste of real life before they de.
teeth and cheek. "I made the biggest on the table and was about $3,000 T Inmifrori
what, vnn tha nnt nA tt.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first eral books, writes: "For several years killin' in
my experience at a limit game loser. There wera five players, a we'll
her Foe of 20 Years
mm
tt l "TheKills
was afflicted with kidney, trouble
and third Wednesday of each month
5
known superior judge, a fellow attor
onct."
most merciless enemy L had
uUW
.uw
UIS
WalDU
mu
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W. nd last winter I was suddenly strick
my
declares Mrs. James
was,ifor 20
"What was the limit?" inquired the ney, a millionaire and a wealthy mer
en with a severe pain in my kidneys
ana regreuea mat l naa tnrown my .Duncan, years."
of Haynesville, Me., "was dys- A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l,
chant. Without going into details'
and was confined to bed eight days lawyer.
will say that I opened a jackpot with ixauu. juw tu uiotyu jusi as tut; quaKe pepsla, I suffered intensely after eat- "Just an ordinary thousand."
Secretary. Visiting members unable to get up without assistance.
came. I swallowed my anger and went ng or drinking and could scarcely
"By Bacchus!" ejaculated the nonde- three fives just five minutes past
cordially invited, f
white
My urine contained a thick
homa a sadder, but wilder man."
sleep. After many remedies had failo'clock
than'
on
tha
fifth
of
worse
which
"That's
table
May,
day
sediment and I passed same frequent- script.
ed, and several doctors gave me up, I
Is
fifth
month
tha
of
the
REBEKAH LODGE. L O. O. F. ly day and night I commenced tak stakes. Where did you play a game
year."
tried Electric Bitters, which cure
Forced
Into
txlle
"Case of five all around," laughed
me completely. Now I can eat
meets second and fourth Thursday ing Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the like that?"
Wm.
k the
I am 70 years old and am over"At Virginia City, In the early
nondescript. "And five players, was an Upchurch of Glenn Oak, Okla.,
evenings of each month at the I. O. pain gradually abated and finally
exile from home. Mountain air. joyed to get
,
health and strength
days," was the reply. "I was a too."
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker. N. ceased and my urine became normal.
he thought would cure a frightful back again." jiny
For Indigestion, loss of
Kld
I
recommend
then
and
a
struck
fellow
claim
cheerfully
Foley's
young
the
resumed
with
"Well,"
lawyer,
that had defied all
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs,
kldnjsy trouble lame back,
ney Remedy." Red Cross Drug Co, which netted me $60,000 in a month. out heeding the Interruption, !!it remedies, forcough
two years. After six appetite,
female complajnts, it Is unequaled OnAdelene and O.
T. F. Dailey, Secretary:
G. Schaefer.
some
was
There
right smart gambling seemed as If evary player In the game months he returned, death dogging his ly 50c at all druggists.
Smith, Secretary.
goin' on in town and I got into it up was well heeled. The Judge, who sat steps. "Then I began to use Dr. King's
'
'
'
fine to my neck. I lost all but $2,000 and next to me, stood- pat after I had New Discovery," he writes, "and afmake
"Fine
don't
feathers
awful
to forgive anybody
hard
AND
It's
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND
was about to skip the camp when I drawn one card to my three fives and ter taking six bottles I am as well as
'
Wise
the
"No,
Guy.
birds,"
quoted
each
ever." It saves thousands yearly for being so nice there's nothing
fourth
evenings'
Tuesday.
not unless they entail a big bill," went to Mullaney's saloon and began a four of spades. Th& attorney drew from
desperate lung diseases.1 Infal- about him that needs forgiving.
table-stak- e
Visiting added- the
month at O. R. C hall.
to
watch
in
a
then
game
one, the millionaire two and the mer- lible for
Simple Mug..
and colds, It dispels
coughs
brothers are cordially invited. W.
chant one. I had opened the pot for hoarseness and sore throat Cures
progress."
D. W.
Consumption Statistics
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Any money on the table?" asked $20 and merely chipped without look' grlpj bronchitis, hemorrhages, asthma,
Good Cough Medicine for Children
a neglected cold or. cough
l the
that
prove
,
,
nondescript eagerly. ;
I
eaw
60c
croup,
at
and Grown Folka.Too.
hand
when
, Condon, secretary,
the judge
and $1.00.
lng
whooping
cough.
my
1
111.
In so bad a condition
the
puts
il.l
I
lungs
was
$50,000,
timi
the
M
uouiu
reckon,"
"Fully
- "We could hardly do without
stood
Cham
tree, guaranteed .
pat."
that consumption - gemB ftoAft-lr'
s EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
"Nothin else to do," remarked the druggists.
berlain's Cough Remedy," says Mrs. reply. "There was four chaps playln',
tile field for fastening on one. Stor
second and fourth Flora Despain of Bloyd, Ky.."I found and one of 'em was a young chap from cattleman.
A man died of measles the other the cough Just as soon as It appears
and
so
for
the
to
be
croup
it
month.
good
who
Baltimore
a
each
of
S50
"The
represented
syndi
raised
chin
and
Judge
my
Thursday evenings
have used it for years. I can heartily cate or somethin'.--- : He was well- - the attorney raised it $200. The mil- day and' left $25,000,000 to charity. It's with Ballard's Horehound. Syrup.
.'""All visiting brothers and sisters are recommend it for
Soothes .
torn and Inflamed tiscolds and
coughs,,
'
,
nigh broke and plungin'. :. The others lionaire threw his hand into the dis- a good thing the measles didn't strike sues and the
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A. croup in children and grbwn folks, were
makes yon well again. Sold
him
at
the
while
usual
all
but
card
age.
they
and
sports
the
Ida
merchant
right
after
skinning
too." The above shows the implicit
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Chaffin,;, worthy, matron; Mrs.
confidence that many mothers place was gamblers they was straight play- down his hand merely called. Then I
Seellnger, secretary.
A Brokei Back
in Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, a ers and never took advantage. .The took a look at niy draw and .was
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
confidence based on many years' ex- young fellow was about to quit the amased to find the fourth five snug
That pain In your back caused hv
L O-- O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
of the Interior, ' IT. S
Department
need
one
No
use
of
I
sat
and
in
the
felt
when
a
hunch,
stiff
game
muscles or a strain Land Office at Santa Fe,
gling up against the four of spades. 1 lumbago,
at perience use this it
,N. M Octo4, meets every Monday evening
confor
It
to
hesitate
remedy
down at the same. time, putting down saw the judge's bet and the raisa and is an easy thing to get rid of. Bal1909.
AH visit-ta- g tains no
... .'
29,
ber,
street.
on
or
Sixth
other
hall
their
chloroform," opium
$2,000, resolved, if I lost promptly raised both $500. The Judge lard's Snow Liniment cures rheuuia- my
Notice is hereby given that Juloll
be given to a child half solitary.
brethren cordially Invited to at- narcotics and may
of it I would break away, for came back with a raise of
$1,000, the usm, lumnago, sore and stiff muscles, Sheehan, of Watrais, Mora, courjtv,,
For
an
as
adult
as
to
E.
confidentlyN.
G.;
McAllister,
W.
strains, sprains, cuts, burns, bruises,
good.
tend,. C
sale by all dealers.
"
scalds and all aches and pains. You
Well, resumed the cattleman, we
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
need a bottle In your house. Sold by
played a pot or two and I pulled
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
a had
.
A girl may. said to experience
Center Block Depot Drug .Co.
1, 8&i.:lTfi'ovrsiU,-l&
in fifty or so on aces up. When the HANDS CRACKED
V. Hedgcock, cemetery' trustee.
N. Range 21 E, N. M P. M,
an.
change of heart when she Jilts one young fellow pulls out five $1,000 bills
has filed notice of intention to make
fellow and becomes engaged to an and proposes, inasmuch as be was in
Wlgg "Henpeckke had everything final commutation proof,
to establiph
fRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD. NO. other.
'
a
in his wife's name." Wagg "Yes, he claim to the land above described,
hard luck, to make It
$1,000 limit
at
be102, meets every Friday night
didn't even have a will of his own fore .Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
RAW
SCALY
There was some discussion, but we
building,
Schmidt
the
in
ball
their
A Hair's Breadth Escape
when he died,!' k.
T .
commissioner, at Las Vegas, New,
finally agreed to gratify, the young
West of Fountain Square, at eight
Do you know that every time you Bport and the limit is fixed at $1,000.
Mexico, on the 17th day of December.
cor' .. I
o'clock. Visiting members are
have a cough or cold and let it run on The ante was' made $50, so that each
If you desire a clear complexion take 1909:; t .
as
J
names
Itched
presi- thinking it will Just cure Itself you
witnesses:
Claimant
and
Phillips,
Burned
Fred
flrms
welcome.
was
was
Terribly
before
a
card
Orlno
$250
dially
Foley's
Laxative for constipa- l Edward E.
pot
"ve- -,
'
of
Las
East
.
Johson,
are
consumption
secretary.
pneumonia,
inviting
Lowe,
tion
and liver trouble as It will stimdent" Jas.
drawed. The young chap, who was
Affected, Too Could Not Move
Bagwell, of East
or some other pulmonary .'trouble? out about $10,000 or so, drawed his
ulate these organs and .thoroughly gas,N. M. ErnestFillberto
Thumbs Without Flesh Cracking
COUN- Don't risk
Las, Vegas.. N, M.,
Pacheco,
in
COLUMBUS.
back
Put
your, lungs
it
cleanse
KNIGHTS OF
to
which
your
table
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to
and
the
chair
system,,
what
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began
of Casa Grande, N. JH, William Smith,
and perfect health and stop that cough
and
Work
Often
second
meets
Sleep
804.
Imponeeds
in
NO.
order
to
everyone
feel well. of Watrous, N. M.
CIL
knuckle down to business In good
with Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Price
Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G. SchaefssibleWas Fairly Worn Out
MANUEL R. OTERO.
fourth Thursday, O. Rl C. hall.
Every time some one opened a
shape.
'Sold
bottle.
by
and
60c
$1.00
per
er.
25c,
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Visiting members
the size of it, he plunked
Register.
for
-building.
$250,
pot
Co.
.
Block
Center
Depot Drug
bill on a raise. He
in a thousand-dolla- r
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton.
F. S. ;
got a couple of us with openers only CUTICURA SOON CURED
G. K.: E. P. Mack
treats his mule and
The fellow-wh- o
didn't get a call, though I
HIS FEARFUL1CZEMA
he treats his wife doesn't
than
better
THIRD
he was a drivin' of us out
AND
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to have either.
deserve
at
I
and
while
felt
sorry
like,
month,
desperate
Tuesday evenings each
for him In a way, I made up my mind
Visit"About a year ago an itching humor
Fraternal" Brotherhood Hall.
GO TO THE RESCUE
to
teach him a lesson' if it came my began to appear around the back of my
invited.
cordially
are
brothers
ing
way to do it without costln' me more hand. It started in to spread, and
E. C.
pretty soon it covered both my hands
John Tbornhill, ,. president;
Too Late Follow than I could afford.".
It's
till
Don't
and got up over my wrists and even'
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w
,
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secretary,
WardJ
"Sure," drawled de nondescript, up to the elbows. The itching and
the Example of an East Las
'
burning were terrible. My hands got
"that was wise."
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all scaly and when I scratched, as I
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a
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"There
which
pot
opened was doing a good part of the time, the
hand
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every
ball
Brotherhood
by one of the sports for the usual surface would be covered with blisters'
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Rescue the aching back.
amount" resumed the cattleman, "and and
fonrth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
bad in around the pit of my thumbs
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trouble
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aching,
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brothers
always
it
keeps
other
fellow
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young that I oould not move, the thumbs
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ran. Visiting
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deep cracks appearing. I went
chap looks at his hand and gives a without
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to my doctor, but his medicine could
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kidneys'
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then
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was
If
$1,250.
start,
neglect
puts
you
Flint, sachem;
only stop the itching and did not seem
of
Look out for urinary trouble dia- and hadn't looked at my keerds whan to heal my hands up at all. At night
chief of records and collector
the raise wus made. I skins down my I suffered so fearfully that I could not
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wampum, .j
often lying awake until well toward
hand
and finds three tens, a deuce sleep,
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morning, then waking up still tired.
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calls
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a chef and steward by trade and
I
merely
raise,
m E. ROSENWALD
how to go to the rescue.
ma with $2,000jn case it was I had to give up my place, as my hands
first Wed- Show you
ing
every
eets
were so terrible to look at that they
Mrs. Sanford North, 915 Jackson raised
LOB
ag'ln. Well, Itwas. The opener did toot like to have me around about
in the vestry
nesday of the month
- ave., East Las Vegas, N.,Mex., says:
the
raised
limit
and the other the food. I oould not bear to touch
the pot
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug- "In view of my experience with Doan's
with water, but when I positively
The
looked at them
young
chap
Vis.t,
street
had to get my hands clean I would rub
Center Sayed.
at
the
las avenae and Ninth
procured
Pills,
then
and
raised
Kidney
ag'ln
back,
oil.
them
with
Invited.
,
"This sort of business went on for
tng brothers are cordially Rabbi Block Pharmacy, and the good results putting in $2,000 more., The pot was
three months and I kept trying Elno
.
i
.
Charles Greenclay, president;
I
In
I
I
and
use
had
$8,250
now,
in
home,
my
their
$1,250
followed
it
I
"
that
'
and tar ointments and such remedies .
were
J. B. Raisin, secretary- tens
backthat
three
no
not
my
did
with
a
figured
good,
are
benefit
I
sterling
know that they
particular
know what to do, for I was fairly worn
ache and kidney remedy. The public and I calls and I ask what keerds was out , For a-- long
tints several friends
The
wanted.
stands
the
opener
pat,
kept 'asking me why I didn't use Cuti-custatement T gave two and a half years second
I
one
draws
the
I thought I would.
two,
and
last
at.
young chap
ago tombing on the merits of Doan's and I two."
First I got the Cuticura Soap, then
Cutlcura
and at last Cuticura
Kidney Pills was correct in every par"You was fo'ced to draw two when Resolvent.Ointment
I put the Cuticura Oint
ticular and I have taken pleasure In the opener stands pat," remarked the ment on at night,
covering my hands
light cotton glnves. In the mornrecommending this remedy ever since nondescript
"That's tha Invariable with the
inside
of
the gloves would be
ing
then when an opportunity has been rule, I believe."
lined with scales, sometimes half as
as
don't
to
long
T
accordin'
your
finger,
leaving nice healed
play
poker
presented."
where the scales had been. In
For sale by all dealersX Price 60 roles," answered the cattleman, dryly. placet
a
month I was cured and have kept so
limits call
'
fur the case 10, and now for nine months. My bands and
Buffalo, "I wus
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co.,
arms are perfectly clear of all traces of
"
came
if
.it
I
wus
sura
of
way
the
my
New Torkv sole agents for the United
( V "
office.
and I think I am well rid of it
pot I didnt look at my draw, 'cause ereema
Walter H. Cor, 1 8 Somerset St., BosStates.
I wus anxious, to sea what the other ton, Mass. Sept. 25, 1908."
R. W. HOYT,
Remember the name Doan's and chaos would
Ontlrora RFTTwfn Tf mid tbTrmrVmt the wor14.
do. The opener bets
take no other.
,
n
T
Bask
CuUcur
IUUt
oa
li
$1,000 and as I was
Vn.
a show
mil.
half-ounc-
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Land and Irrigation Exposition
Held in Coliseum.

ra

Chicago, Nov. 20 to Deo 4 '09

For rates, exact dateEale; and

ticket
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We Sold

In Advance of The Day
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"Our Pride"

.

--

For a Few Days On ly

j

WEATHER REPORT.
November 19.
Temperature Maximum; 65; mint- mum, 20; range, 45.
Humidity 12 noon, 11; 6 p. m 17;
mean, 14.
Forecast Fair tonight and Sunday.

ALL

"

.1

;

r

fll-

'

-

Tailored Suits

Jtadies!:

i

sold at this Sals less 25 per ent o marked price

ALL

-

Children's Cloaks
r
per
'''M'- ALL
Shirtwaists

land on the mesa east) of town and
will locate here permanently, in the
flats in
the Fetterman building.
Messrs. De Voe and Ward are contractors and builders of Kendallville,
Ind., and come to this city highly recommended.

-

cent.

in Btock less 25

,

"

'

'

-

..

Heating and cook stoves, ranges
in stock less 25 per cent
.
and stove repairs.
May and Hile,
Bridge street, across from Brown
BEFORE BUYING TOUR
There will be no Sunday school at Trading Co.
St Paul's Memorial Episcopal church
.
tomorrow,
The Baptist and
Presbyterian
churches will have their regular Sunsee us for special prices.
Miss Blanche Faulkner has accept day schools tomorrow, but there will
ed a position with Mrs. M. J. Woods be no Sunday school at the Methodist
aa assistant In her stationery store and Christian churches. All the
until after the holidays.
churches will have their regular
preaching services both morning and
Next Tuesday evening will mark .the evening, and it is hoped that these
next, social event at the Commercial services will be well attended.
club, when a dance will be given. A
large 'crowd is expected.
Selected dry grown seed potatoes
PHONE MAIN
SIXTH STREET
from our Mesa farms for sale, for
Suits have been filed in the district present
r future delivery. Prices
court against Priest, Quick and Ben- and terms Upon application. Gaylor- of taxes for the Kiefer
jamin for
Realty Co., (Douglas Ave., and
years 1902, 1904, i905, 1907 and 1908. Sixth St.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER
Got the best, at Nolette's barber
A general mix-uwas had this
YOUR, HOME GROWN
AND
shop.
morning on Sixth street, when the
CELERY FOR
Beck yoke on a delivery wagon be
The Colorado Telephone company longing to the Ike Davis' store broke
sent several workmen to the vicinity and the wagon tipped over. Ricardo
of Mora this morning to make some Chavez, who was driving the wagon,
needed repairs to the line at that was going along at a lively clip, delivplace.
ering his Saturday morning orders,
Fresh Citron
and when the wagon tipped over there
Orange Peel
A marriage license has been issued was a general spreading
of orders.
Lemon Peel
15
to Juana B. Crespin, aged
years, Fortunately no one was hurt and out
Currants
and Pablo Padlllo, aged 20 years, both side of the inconvenience and exJ- Raisins
N.
Las
M.,
at
Vigiles,
parties residing
pense, Mr. Davis was put to replacImported
Figs
in
s
the ing the orders, everything was quickly
where Mr. Padilla
engaged
WE WILL PLEASE YOU
Persian
Dates
merchandise business.
adjusted.

t

'

Sweaters

Jake Graaf,

Have you pat' in that order for

i

Week

LOCAL NEWS

The Store of Ike Davis

.

list

Ranges

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld, Agent

and that as from day to day we irfe;ddiing new
attractions to our stock we shall be pleased to
have their inquires via PHONES MAIN 193 and
194 or better still a visit in person to one of
the brightest, cleanest, and best kept establish- ments in the Territory.

'.

II Majestic

We know we made 11 satisfied customers. It may be interesting to
you to know that one of the purchasers had been using a MAJESTIC
for several years, he Is about to move and wishes to leave his
MAJESTIC in his old house. Nothing but a MAJESTIC would do for
the new home. Another purchaser who sold his house and MAJESTIC
Range to move into a large house where another make of Range was
got. .tired, of using same and again!,i,bougb;a MA JISSTIC ;A. third
party bought a MAJESTIC to be delivered when his house is finished
about next May, ..At present this porchaserl f atherhis brother, his
uncle, and 8 cousins use MAJESTICS.

We beg: to advise our regular patrons and also
those Optic readers and their friends whom it
has not yet been,, our good fortune to include in
this list, that we are and will be exceptionally
well prepared tb 'furnish, thenfFith - whatever
!'they are likely to wish for in the way of choice
table Supplies for

;

'

20, 1909.

NOVEMBER

8ATURDAY.

LAB VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC.

17.8',
'

I

.

fry-

Ill

107 ft

Mince Meat

p

If yon

If not it's about time to do so.

Floor.
'

doubt us ask your neighbor; she uses it and will

it. The best Flour in the City made
from the choicest of Kansas hard wheat At your

recommended

7'

grocer's or at

Fruit Cake
TIME

WuGIVING

Turkeys, Ducks.
Geese and

s

Chickens

LasTVl?as Roller Mills
Phone

1

T

131.

Foreman Taylor, who is in charge
of constructing the bridge spanning
the Gallinas, stated this morning that
he will begin filling in with cement
sometime next week. This will mean
that the completion of the two arches
the men are working on now, will be
completed soon.
Order your

1 1

YOUR SELECTION

t

.

OF A GOOD BANK

.

JIs important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
QThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its

T.

.

.

.

I

from T.

The bridge at the foot of Railroad
avenue, crossing an acequla near the
local shops, is in a most deplorable
condition, and should be attended to
Immediately before some serious ac
cident results. There is a large hole
In the center of the bridge, about
three boards being missing.

3

J

cream

Turner.

Jesse De Voe. and J. B. Ward, who
arrived in the city in the United Land
company's car "Lola" Thursday, have
each purchased a quarter section of

SI'S

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank

PANCAKE

OF LAS VEGAS, MEW MEXICO.
,

'"V

FLOUR

.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. President.
BAIXETT EAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
B. D. BAYNOLDS, Cashier.

Beginning November 10, the Mer
chants' Cafe will serve their
meals for 25 cents. Nothing will be
changed in regard to quantity or
quality. Everything first class, and Orders by Telephone Promptly and
we make a specialty , of our Sunday
Carefully Filled.
and Holiday dinners. BoardTand room
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.
$1 per day.
35-ce- nt

MONEY SAVED

4

have bean
Suits of attachment
brought by the Rosenthal Furniture
company, J. H. Stearns and the
Douglas Avenue Building company,
against the furniture belonging to
H. C. Kelley, the insurance agent who
It appears has taken "French leave"
from the community. Lester Sand?
has also filed suit against H. C. Kel
ley for the replevy of a horse which
Mr. Sands sold Kelly and which Kel
ly failed to pay for. The accounts of
each are as follows: Rosenthal Fur
niture company, $100; J. H. Stearns,
118.90; the Douglas Avenue Building
company, (office rent,) $40, and Les
ter Sands, $25.45.

V:':

Beet Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just wnat yon want for cooking,

'

Seasonable

D. W. CONDON
Foot Main St

Phone Main SI

Our Sanitary

Brown, Fragrant

Breakfast
Cakes

SPECIAL SALE OF HEATS
Saturday, Nov. 20th

t

40

.

6o
Brisket,
Koond Shoulder Roast, per lb. 8o
So
Chunk Boast and Steak
;;,

V

Stew, per lb'

1.1.
4

Psre Tblsgs to

9o

:

per lb

4i

r

M.n

ot

Order'Your Tbnr'
TURKEYS,:CUIC.:.

i h sr
I,

E

Poultry Now.
and DUCKS

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,
Real Estate Co.
609 Douglas Ave.

P

Las Vegas
Steam Laundry
a

i

25 Cent a tccft.

y .i J

knurl

--

4"

selected stock consisting of
Schaffner & Marx Clothing.

$Si-

Hart
Wil- -

4ti

son Bros, furnishings,
Johnston
and Murphy and Selz shoes,
Hawes, Stetson and Knox Hats.

t

tf

JT

h

;rl
r'
-

Spedal redudion

V Boy's and

Childretfs" suits and overcoats.

Vw

I
, ;t..
5

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276
t

Never before have the people
of Las Yegas and vicinity had tha
opportunity to bay their winter
clothes from a so large and well

MAIN 61

Eat

E. Las Vegas; N. M.

Bostoo ClolhlDg House

known.
would be pleased to
t We

q'w:

toast, per lb
150' Chops, per lb,..,.r,.18ot:,.,J,x
V THIS SAXfc

wants a nice home.

CHAS. TAMME,

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
yon. At the lobby, of coarse. .

,

VEf At

or Sale

,

mutton'

Mutton Stew per lb.
.Chops,

UUo
Prims Ribs, per lb...
lOo
Rump Roast,, per lb.
15c
Round Steak, per1 lb.
15o
Loin Steak, 'per lb.il.
Porter House Steak, per lb 15c
12c
Loins Beef, per lb
' :
'
.14o
Legs, per lb
.16o

"THE COFFEE MAN"

STERILIZED
'
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
' and
supplies are the best

THESE MEATS ABB ESPECIALLY FINE QUALITY

Quart ers, per lb.
li.md Quarters, "
Beef Flanks,

Boucher's

Secretary Board of Education.

serve you.

STEARNS

'1

are a safeguard against the
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboi
The best draft beer In the city. At
DANGER OF DISEASE
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
The Lobby, of course.
rels oa the bar.
We WILL NOT knowing
Pabst'a draught beer on tap only
ly accept bundles from ins
Carstair'a rye served at the Antlers
at
Opera bar.
and
sources
fected
every- only.
thing we wash is
THOROUGHLY
,

It makes those Steaming,

at

to Chicago to be distributed during
the United States Land and Irrigation exposition, which is to be given
in Chicago from November 20 to December 4th, under the auspices of
the Chicago, Tribune. The folder
shows many Interesting scenes of
farming in San Miguel county, some
of the cattle raised in this' country,
pictures of the local school buildings
and In fact covers everything that
will Induce people to come west and
settle in ttils fast growing commun
ity.

et

Appetizing

Free from Slate or Slack

:

,

Pay Your 8chool Poll Tax.
I am instructed by the board of ed
A nice
Cottage on 4tb
ucation to begin with the collection
62i-fe1909 St. lot
front; fine lawn,
Fifteen thousand folders gotten out of school poll tax for the year
Is
$1.00 for all able
which
at
once,
New
of
of
Bureau
the
sized barn, coal and chicken
Immigration
by
men over 21 years old. My good
Mexico, were shipped this afternoon bodied
2
o'clock
4
to
from
are
hours
shed.
office
A bargain for anyone who
p. m. a my office, in the City Hall.

Wholesome

Od Domestic Coal.

:

.

.

It Has No Equal
Q

P

,

Methods

CAPITAL, and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

Cooking Apples
'
Eating Apples
Boiled Cider
Sweet Apple Cider 50c
gallon
Fresh Almcnds, Brazil
Pecons, English Wal- nuts.

1

Me

Greenberger

- Proprietor
Copf

ribl

1909

kf Han (ckaSxi

it

Mars

1

'

